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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Aram James
city.council@menlopark.org; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Council, City; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Shikada, Ed; Jonsen, Robert; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Winter
Dellenbach; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Tony Dixon; james
pitkin; vramirez@redwoodcity.org; Vara Ramakrishnan
[PSN] Come leaflet Barbara Lee movie Mon. evening at Grand Lake,
Sunday, August 1, 2021 7:38:51 PM
leaflet layout14 7-31.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.



FYI
Please distribute to people you know.
Thank you
Donna
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Henry Norr <henrynorr@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Aug 1, 2021 at 3:29 PM
Subject: [PSN] Come leaflet Barbara Lee movie Mon. evening at Grand Lake,
To: PSN <palestine_solidarity_network@googlegroups.com>
As folks might recall from earlier posts to this list, there's going to be a screening of
a movie called "Barbara Lee: Speaking Truth To Power," with Rep. Lee in
attendance, tomorrow evening at the Grand Lake Theater in Oakland. In response to
her increasingly poor record on Palestine (she sponsored a bill, just passed by the
House, that gives the Israelis $3.3 billion+ in 2022), a small ad hoc group of us put
together a leaflet (PDF attached) that aims to educate the 600 people who have
bought tickets about her record on this issue and to encourage them to press her to
speak and act in support of justice for the Palestinians. It's respectful of her good
works but firm in calling her out on this issue.
We'll be meeting at the Grand Lake at 6:15 pm. Can you join us to help with the
leafleting?
Henry Norr
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups
"Palestine Solidarity Network" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
palestine_solidarity_network+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit
https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/palestine_solidarity_network/CAD0RNA4xQiQEY_UF-

b9P7-%2BVxzphiOLTFQ7Eg4u-H%2B1v3wK3cw%40mail.gmail.com.
-2 books you must read:
"Against Our Better Judgement: The hidden history of how the U.S. was used
to create Israel" by Alison Weir
http://www.againstourbetterjudgment.com/

"State of Terror: How Terrorism Created Modern Israel" by Thomas Suarez
http://thomassuarez.com/SoT.html
Other important websites to visit
http://www.ifamericansknew.org

http://www.councilforthenationalinterest.org/new/
https://wearenotnumbers.org/
End the Blockade/Siege on Gaza!

Tear down the Apartheid Walls in West Bank & Gaza!
End the War Criminal Israeli collective punishment on the Palestinian people!
End the illegal Apartheid Israeli Occupation of all of Palestine!
Right to Return to their homes and land in Palestine for all Palestinians!
End all U.S. aid to Israel
Free Palestine! Long Live Palestine!
Support Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) &
Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel
(PACBI) Campaigns!
http://www.bdsmovement.net
http://www.WhoProfits.org
http://www.pacbi.org
Support Solidarity with Gaza Fishers

https://sgf.freedomflotilla.org/
https://freedomflotilla.org/
https://sgf.freedomflotilla.org/category/we-are-not-numbers
Support ISM volunteers in West Bank and Gaza Strip!
http://www.palsolidarity.org
Donna Wallach
cats4jazz@gmail.com
Skype: palestinewillbe
Twitter: @PalestineWillBe
(h) 408-289-1522
(cell) 408-569-6608

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yahoo Mail.®
Honky
Anniversary apparel is a go!
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 11:56:35 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Hi everyone,
Part of our fundraising initiatives included three theme-based designs for tops - T-shirts, hoodies and tank
tops - in various sizes and colours.
With a thousand thanks to Gene for the designs, and to Julia for doing the incredible leg work to put the
fundraiser together and make it all magically happen - we're thrilled to share this, and hope it will be
successful. We're counting on you!!
Here are the first two, with one more to come very shortly.
https://www.bonfire.com/2planes3towers/?fbclid=IwAR1i9Z19sAo_4gBoc8xwT1EOGLfjpH5YSx9wJfTnGpuc4shkc_MaSQCydM
https://www.bonfire.com/911journeytojustice/?
fbclid=IwAR2Co7gvkNwWkXzJmnG3GQYZ9dG7xn6SeTcpI24GQlAiq71Z-dNJNyqQWeM
Thanks so much!!
LCfor911.org

(GOOGLE ME :) )

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Tony Dixon; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; wintergery@earthlink.net;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; citycouncil@mountainview.gov;
David Angel; Council, City; Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash; james pitkin; Raj Jayadev; Perron, Zachary; Greer Stone;
Tanaka, Greg; chuck jagoda; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com;
city.council@menlopark.org; Planning Commission; GRP-City Council
Another cop you gotta love NOT!! !!!!!
Saturday, July 31, 2021 12:52:03 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://apnews.com/article/arrests-ba3fed7934ea414ea9784d6623613de3
Shared via the Google app
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; David Balakian; bballpod; fred
beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Leodies Buchanan; Council, City; Cathy Lewis; Chris Field;
francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov;
George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner;
kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; kfsndesk; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; Mark Standriff; Mayor; margaret-sasaki@live.com;
newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino; russ@topperjewelers.com; Dan Richard; Steve Wayte; tsheehan;
terry; Doug Vagim; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net; boardmembers
Dr. John Campbell in UK: Wed. July 28, 2021: CDC Changes its Mind.
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 11:34:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Wed. July 28, 2021
To all-  
Dr. John Campbell in the UK for Wednesday. He discusses the about-face by the CDC
yesterday, who are now saying that the fully vaccinated should wear masks when in public
places indoors in areas of the US with a high number of new infections with the Delta variant,
or just a high prevalence of the illness caused by that variant.  
We know from the Israeli data that, due to their 3 week gap between shots, they are now
seeing a fast drop off in immunity. The US used a 4 week gap, and so we too will now see a
fast drop off in immunity unless we get a booster shot. SO, the fully vaccinated stand a good
chance now in the US of getting infected, being either asymptomatic or symptomatic with
Delta, and spreading the virus to the 100 million Americans who are unvaccinated.  
Because immunity to severe disease, hospitalizations and death lasts longer, the
"break through" infections in the fully vaccinated will probably not overwhelm the hospitals.
BUT the infections in the unvaccinated they spread the virus too could pose a real threat
to the HC system . Dr.Campbell says, at the 12 min. mark, that "that is a real concern in the
US right now". The only thing that will be protecting the unvaccinated will be that they are
mostly younger. The old people are either dead or fully vaccinated in the US at this
point, largely.
We need a booster shot in the US in the fully vaccinated. Oddly enough, that will save
the lives of a lot of the unvaccinated.  
And a small BTW: This total focus on how the fully vaccinated can get infected as
their immunity wanes, glosses over the fact that those of them who become symptomatic will
get pretty sick. There is even some thought that some of them could turn into long Covids. So
further great reasons to have a booster shot campaign.  
Pfizer is proposing a booster shot.
I have to wonder what will happen as more time passes and our immunity to more severe
disease wanes too. When that starts to happen there will be a booster shot campaign in the
USA.
CDC changes it's mind - YouTube

L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.
  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marc Leroux
Council, City
Faulty Toilet
Monday, August 2, 2021 9:34:39 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

This evening my teenage daughter used the public toilet adjacent to the parking lot at the corner of
Waverley and Hamilton Ave. She was inside for about a minute on the toilet when a man, a scruffy
homeless man, opened the door on her. He saw her naked. She screamed and he walked off. The
door remained opened so wide that passersby could see in as she quickly pulled up her trousers
while simultaneously attempting to shut the door but could not.
Major faulty design or manufacturer defect.
She told me she pushed the lock button after the door closed, but it obviously did not work. If
something had happened to her I would have made damn sure the City of Palo Alto would be held
liable.
By allowing strangers to abruptly and without any warning open a door to a bathroom in which a
person believes to be securely locked places the person in a very vulnerable situation of being
harmed by a perpetrator.
With that said, if I hear of anyone who is harmed as a result of the failure of the lock on your
bathroom I will do my best to make sure the victim knows you were notified and warned of your
faulty toilet that places people in harm’s way unnecessarily and while being erroneously informed as
to the safety of the situation you placed them in.  
Marc Leroux

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dilma Coleman
Council, City; jfontes@cityofepa.org
foundation@wsba.org; districtattorney@sfgov.org
Fwd: Afghan Jamacian royal Women Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee needs Asylum in U.S. diva needs housing,car, etc.
Help locate law bar association number.
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 11:39:48 AM
Screenshot_20210802-205050.png
Screenshot_20210803-112431.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 4, 2021, 11:25 AM
Subject: Afghan Jamacian royal Women Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee needs Asylum in U.S. diva
needs housing,car, etc. Help locate law bar association number.
To: <998@998.gov.sa>
Hello my name is Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman. I am Afghan Jamacian royal
Women age 45. I need Asylum away from the U.S.
Diva is in homeless shelter Whereas she is surrounded by people who hurt her when they gave
ultimatums pushed Diva off the roof of the Domain Apartments in San Jose CA during Biden
Harris presidential campaign. It's foul for Kamala Harris too keep taking money from Diva
and children whereas Diva is left homeless. It's unfair for Biden to be in compliance with his
leadership team whereas most of the Harris Biden administration cabinet specialized in
humantrafficking labor trafficking stuff whereas Diva Jobs is victimized. Diva Lee aka Diva
Jobs was age 11 when Hunter Biden got Diva pregnant with a girl at 220 Matadero Ave Palo
Alto CA. That baby was kidnapped by Guyanese family who kidnapped Diva Lee to
Barbados..singer Rhianna aka Robyn Fenty is the biological daughter to Diva Lee and Hunter
Biden. Hunter Biden is a serial thief. ..whereas his daughter Robyn Fenty is just like her
father. At 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA was the hub for Gematria santanic ritualistic
masochistly planners met. Whereas DIVA LEE JAMACIAN AFGHAN royal Women her
most creative writing journals were used in creative projects such as cartoon Network show
"Boondocks cartoon" and other projects. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently homeless
surrounded by people who oppressed her financially, and squatted in the numerous real estates
Properties Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee owned. In fact, Netflix TV series documentary created a
show "Dirty John" whereas DIVA's Previous husband's conduct hate crime,greed to Diva and
they abuse Diva financially,and took away multiple real estates Properties whereas Rapper Jay
Z aka Shawn Carter took the most valuable real estate properties which is worth over 41
millions of dollars..and there are other Lyft investments. .. worth $100 million,diamonds too
whereas Shawn Carter took away from Diva Lee. Diva Lee owned paintings worth over$100
million and those items are still missing from Diva Lee.
  Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a MD to JD with lots of experience as a Psychic medium
paranormal empath thinker. Diva aka Dilma Coleman is currently living in a homeless shelter
little orchard in San Jose CA since February 2021. Diva Jobs is the foster daughter to Beloved
Steve Jobs. Steve Jobs older daughter Lisa Brennan Jobs gave up Diva's inherited stocks in
Apple to Rita Marley oldest son David Marley. Lisa Brennan Jobs stole DIVA's journals titled
"Small Fry"..Lisa Brennan Jobs hired the best to change info from DIVA LEE's journals lisa

converted it into a book..lisa Brennan Jobs plagerized. Lisa Brennan Jobs has spoke mean
inaccurate details describe Steve Jobs's style of parenting. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs wants U.N.
Ambassador Linda Thomas Greenfield assassinated/arrested for her involvement in corrupt
communication whereas Diva is oppressed and victimized, physically, sexually abused,and
mentally abused. Linda Thomas Greenfield hid violence situation whereas Michelle Obama
victimized Diva. Michelle Obama shot Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs in the head twice...once in
Nigeria and in 2012 in Hayward CA.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs currently has details of the Saur Revolution in Afghanistan in 1978
whereas Zamina Begum was killed by mujahideen the active member lives in Palo Alto CA.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently homeless oppressed by members of the Mujahideen..
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee does not receive any support from N.I.S.A. most of the mosques in SF
Bay area like Imam TAHIR's family members and those Professors at Zaytuna college in
Berkeley CA did hurtful things to Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs. They're not good at all. There isn't
any good news on what Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs desires with the current Biden Harris
presidential cabinet. In fact, Mohammed bin Salman had money intended for Diva yet Donald
Trump's administration cabinet took that to Sumner Redstone property it was used as a cash
transaction whereas Rufus Hankey kept the Sumner Redstone home and the cash transaction
went towards the active members of the Mujahideen whereas those individuals who are
Cohorts are with the ones who killed Zamina Begum In the Saur Revolution in Afghanistan at
Arg in 1978. Attachment#1 Steve Jobs the adopted foster dad to Diva Jobs. Attachment#2
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee. The Afghan Jamacian royal Women. Attachment#3 Diva Jobs aka
Diva Lee former SF FBI agent.. attachment#4 Humaria Begum Mohammad Zahir Shah..
Best regards Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dilma Coleman
enrique@realestateprg.com; mcallister@mcallisterlaw.com
citycouncil@brentwoodca.gov; Council, City
Fwd: Afghan Jamacian royal Women Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee needs Asylum in U.S. diva needs housing,car, etc.
Help locate law bar association number.
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:44:03 PM
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 4, 2021, 11:25 AM
Subject: Afghan Jamacian royal Women Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee needs Asylum in U.S. diva
needs housing,car, etc. Help locate law bar association number.
To: <998@998.gov.sa>
Hello my name is Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman. I am Afghan Jamacian royal
Women age 45. I need Asylum away from the U.S.
Diva is in homeless shelter Whereas she is surrounded by people who hurt her when they gave
ultimatums pushed Diva off the roof of the Domain Apartments in San Jose CA during Biden
Harris presidential campaign. It's foul for Kamala Harris too keep taking money from Diva
and children whereas Diva is left homeless. It's unfair for Biden to be in compliance with his
leadership team whereas most of the Harris Biden administration cabinet specialized in
humantrafficking labor trafficking stuff whereas Diva Jobs is victimized. Diva Lee aka Diva
Jobs was age 11 when Hunter Biden got Diva pregnant with a girl at 220 Matadero Ave Palo
Alto CA. That baby was kidnapped by Guyanese family who kidnapped Diva Lee to
Barbados..singer Rhianna aka Robyn Fenty is the biological daughter to Diva Lee and Hunter
Biden. Hunter Biden is a serial thief. ..whereas his daughter Robyn Fenty is just like her
father. At 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA was the hub for Gematria santanic ritualistic
masochistly planners met. Whereas DIVA LEE JAMACIAN AFGHAN royal Women her
most creative writing journals were used in creative projects such as cartoon Network show
"Boondocks cartoon" and other projects. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently homeless
surrounded by people who oppressed her financially, and squatted in the numerous real estates
Properties Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee owned. In fact, Netflix TV series documentary created a
show "Dirty John" whereas DIVA's Previous husband's conduct hate crime,greed to Diva and
they abuse Diva financially,and took away multiple real estates Properties whereas Rapper Jay
Z aka Shawn Carter took the most valuable real estate properties which is worth over 41
millions of dollars..and there are other Lyft investments. .. worth $100 million,diamonds too
whereas Shawn Carter took away from Diva Lee. Diva Lee owned paintings worth over$100
million and those items are still missing from Diva Lee.
  Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a MD to JD with lots of experience as a Psychic medium
paranormal empath thinker. Diva aka Dilma Coleman is currently living in a homeless shelter
little orchard in San Jose CA since February 2021. Diva Jobs is the foster daughter to Beloved
Steve Jobs. Steve Jobs older daughter Lisa Brennan Jobs gave up Diva's inherited stocks in
Apple to Rita Marley oldest son David Marley. Lisa Brennan Jobs stole DIVA's journals titled

"Small Fry"..Lisa Brennan Jobs hired the best to change info from DIVA LEE's journals lisa
converted it into a book..lisa Brennan Jobs plagerized. Lisa Brennan Jobs has spoke mean
inaccurate details describe Steve Jobs's style of parenting. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs wants U.N.
Ambassador Linda Thomas Greenfield assassinated/arrested for her involvement in corrupt
communication whereas Diva is oppressed and victimized, physically, sexually abused,and
mentally abused. Linda Thomas Greenfield hid violence situation whereas Michelle Obama
victimized Diva. Michelle Obama shot Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs in the head twice...once in
Nigeria and in 2012 in Hayward CA.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs currently has details of the Saur Revolution in Afghanistan in 1978
whereas Zamina Begum was killed by mujahideen the active member lives in Palo Alto CA.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently homeless oppressed by members of the Mujahideen..
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee does not receive any support from N.I.S.A. most of the mosques in SF
Bay area like Imam TAHIR's family members and those Professors at Zaytuna college in
Berkeley CA did hurtful things to Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs. They're not good at all. There isn't
any good news on what Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs desires with the current Biden Harris
presidential cabinet. In fact, Mohammed bin Salman had money intended for Diva yet Donald
Trump's administration cabinet took that to Sumner Redstone property it was used as a cash
transaction whereas Rufus Hankey kept the Sumner Redstone home and the cash transaction
went towards the active members of the Mujahideen whereas those individuals who are
Cohorts are with the ones who killed Zamina Begum In the Saur Revolution in Afghanistan at
Arg in 1978. Attachment#1 Steve Jobs the adopted foster dad to Diva Jobs. Attachment#2
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee. The Afghan Jamacian royal Women. Attachment#3 Diva Jobs aka
Diva Lee former SF FBI agent.. attachment#4 Humaria Begum Mohammad Zahir Shah..
Best regards Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dilma Coleman
Council, City; citycouncil@brentwoodca.gov
jfontes@cityofepa.org; info@lastprisonerproject.org
Fwd: Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee. Afghan Jamacian describes the charector analysis of Donald Trump"s
administration cabinet specialized in harvested drugs from the sewer pipes at Winchester Mystery House in San
Jose CA
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 1:20:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 4, 2021, 1:16 PM
Subject: Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee. Afghan Jamacian describes the charector analysis of Donald
Trump's administration cabinet specialized in harvested drugs from the sewer pipes at
Winchester Mystery House in San Jose CA
To: <998@998.gov.sa>, <info@firstlady.gov.af>
Cc: TuuKasa Real Estate Co. <info@tuukasa.com>, <discoverycenter@gatesfoundation.org>
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman describe the situation whereas Mohammed bin
Salman's father's drug addictions..in Mt view CA..whereas..he was busted..found nearly naked
on the streets. Whereas the mental health of Mohammed bin Salman his drug addictions with
Donald Trump's administration cabinet under the Winchester Mystery House in San Jose CA
to find drugs in the sewer pipes. Who's gonna publish that in a cartoon Network TV show?
Mohammed bin Salman had been a drug addict cheating husband whereas he gave a sorry
compensation for diva Jobs whereas Donald Trump's administration cabinet turned DIVA's
compensation cash transaction to be used in the cash sell of Sumner Redstone's home to Rufus
Hankey...that money intended for Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs went to Bill Cosby 20 million
escape..the rest of it went to Mujahideen members who are related to the one who participated
in the Saur Revolution in Afghanistan at Arg in April 28,1978. Argue it. DIVA's back
pain,butt pain leg pain from being pushed off the San Jose CA Domain Apartments and other
Apartment roofs in Menlo Park CA at 605 Hamilton Ave. Of course Diva knows who pushed
her off the roof..these people are organized for that..type of drug addict psychosis..list the
santa Clara CA Mujahideen's cohorts..those in Psychiatric health-care and especially that
Stephen Manley's mental health court his revolving door. Best regards Dilma Coleman aka
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee

From:
To:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; bballpod; fred
beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Leodies Buchanan; Cathy Lewis; Council, City; Chris Field; Doug
Vagim; dennisbalakian; Dan Richard; Daniel Zack; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu;
francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov;
George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com;
kfsndesk; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; Mark Standriff; Mayor; margaret-sasaki@live.com; newsdesk;
news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino; david pomaville; russ@topperjewelers.com; Steve Wayte; tsheehan; terry;
VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net; Irv Weissman
Fwd: Dr. Campbell, Saturday, July 31, 202 1- The leaked CDC report- US data mainly
Sunday, August 1, 2021 11:13:59 PM

Subject:
Date:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>x
Date: Sun, Aug 1, 2021 at 12:03 PM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. Campbell, Saturday, July 31, 202 1- The leaked CDC report- US data
mainly
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sat, Jul 31, 2021 at 10:47 PM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. Campbell, Saturday, July 31, 202 1- The leaked CDC report- US data
mainly
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sat, Jul 31, 2021 at 10:42 PM
Subject: Dr. Campbell, Saturday, July 31, 2021- The leaked CDC report- US data mainly
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Sunday, August 1, 2021
To allDr. John Campbell in the UK. This is mostly re. US data:

CDC leak, summary and full report - YouTube   

A July 30, 2021 DW interview of Dr. John Campbell. who now has a million
subscribers on YouTube. A Ph.D in Nursing, he's taught nurses from the UK to India to
Cambodia over 40 years, and written textbooks for nursing students. He pours these out
almost too fast to keep up with.
The UK paradox - YouTube
Here he is for Sunday, August 1, 2021. Lots of data on US. We are getting worse, the
UK is getting better. Our vaccination rate is just now heading up a little. We have scared a
few of the ill-informed into getting vaccinated. Delta is as transmissible as chicken pox or the
common cold, says Dr. Fauci. Symptoms are headache, runny nose, sore throat and sneezing.
So cold symptoms. If you have those, go get tested. The NHS in the UK is behind in
announcing these symptoms, different from those of the Kent variant.
The US network TV news said tonight that Israel is giving a booster shot, A THIRD
SHOT, to the fully vaccinated because the Delta varriant is SO TRANSMISSIBLE and
IMMUNITY IN THE DOUBLY VACCINATED WANES. THAT is the very first
comment on the network TV news in the US that I am aware of regarding immunity after two
shots waning and that a booster shot will address that problem. The Israelis say it wanes
fastest if the time between the two shots is short, 3 weeks in their case. Four weeks in the US.
The UK was giving shots 12 weeks apart and there immunity is waning much more slowly
than in Israel or the US.
3,657 DEAD IN THE US PER WEEK IS COMING. 600,000 new cases PER DAY
is coming. Almost all of the 3,657 who will soon be dying per week in the US will be
unvaccinated. What a waste of human life due to ignorance.
  US cases and vaccinations up - YouTube

L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Loran Harding
Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; bballpod; fred
beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Cathy Lewis; Council, City; Chris Field; dennisbalakian; Doug
Vagim; Dan Richard; Daniel Zack; david pomaville; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu;
francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov;
George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner;
kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; kfsndesk; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; Mark Standriff; Mayor; margaret-sasaki@live.com;
newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino; russ@topperjewelers.com; Steve Wayte;
sanchezphilip21@gmail.com; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net; tsheehan
Fwd: Dr. John Campbell in UK: Wed. July 28, 2021: CDC Changes its Mind.
Friday, July 30, 2021 10:44:58 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 11:34 PM
Subject: Dr. John Campbell in UK: Wed. July 28, 2021: CDC Changes its Mind.
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>, <alumnipresident@stanford.edu>,
<antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov>, David Balakian <davidbalakian@sbcglobal.net>, bballpod
<bballpod@aol.com>, fred beyerlein <fmbeyerlein@sbcglobal.net>, beachrides
<beachrides@sbcglobal.net>, <bearwithme1016@att.net>, Leodies Buchanan
<leodiesbuchanan@yahoo.com>, city.council <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>, Cathy
Lewis <catllewis@gmail.com>, Chris Field <cfield@ciw.edu>, <francis.collins@nih.gov>,
<fmerlo@wildelectric.net>, <grinellelake@yahoo.com>, <Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov>,
<George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu>, huidentalsanmateo <huidentalsanmateo@gmail.com>,
hennessy <hennessy@stanford.edu>, Irv Weissman <irv@stanford.edu>, jerry ruopoli
<jrwiseguy7@gmail.com>, Joel Stiner <jastiner@gmail.com>, <kwalsh@kmaxtv.com>,
kfsndesk <kfsndesk@abc.com>, <lalws4@gmail.com>, leager <leager@fresnoedc.com>,
Mark Standriff <mark.standriff@fresno.gov>, Mayor <mayor@fresno.gov>, <margaretsasaki@live.com>, newsdesk <newsdesk@ksee.com>, <news@fresnobee.com>, nick yovino
<npyovino@gmail.com>, <russ@topperjewelers.com>, Dan Richard
<danrichard@mac.com>, Steve Wayte <steve4liberty@gmail.com>, tsheehan
<tsheehan@fresnobee.com>, terry <terry@terrynagel.com>, Doug Vagim
<dvagim@gmail.com>, <VT3126782@gmail.com>, <vallesR1969@att.net>, boardmembers
<boardmembers@hsr.ca.gov>

Friday, July 30, 2021
To all-  
Dr. John Campbell in the UK for Wednesday. He discusses the about-face by the CDC
yesterday, who are now saying that the fully vaccinated should wear masks when in public
places indoors in areas of the US with a high number of new infections with the Delta variant,
or just a high prevalence of the illness caused by that variant.  
We know from the Israeli data that, due to their 3 week gap between shots, they are now
seeing a fast drop off in immunity. The US used a 4 week gap, and so we too will now see a

fast drop off in immunity unless we get a booster shot. SO, the fully vaccinated stand a good
chance now in the US of getting infected, being either asymptomatic or symptomatic with
Delta, and spreading the virus to the 100 million Americans who are unvaccinated.  
I have yet to hear ONE WORD ON THE NETWORK TV NEWS IN THE US
ABOUT OUR IMMUNITY FADING IN THE USA BECASUE THEY USED A FOUR
WEEK GAP BETWEEN SHOTS. THE NETWORKS AND THE BIDEN
ADMINISTRATION ARE KEEPING THAT QUIET. DON'T WANT TO SCARE THE
RUBES, I GUESS. The "big news" on the networks is just that the fully vacicinated can get
infected with the Delta variant BECAUSE OF THE HIGH TRANSMISSIBILITY OF THE
DELTA VARIANT and become asymptomatic or symptomatic, and, in either case, spread the
highly infectious Delta variant. Not one word about our immunity dropping off due to the
four week gap that was used in the US between shots.  
Because immunity to severe disease, hospitalizations and death lasts longer, the
"break through" infections in the fully vaccinated will probably not overwhelm the hospitals.
BUT the infections in the unvaccinated to whom the fully vaccinated can now spread the
virus to, could pose a real threat to the HC system . Dr.Campbell says, at the 12 min. mark,
that "that is a real concern in the US right now". The only thing that will be protecting the
unvaccinated will be that they are mostly younger. The old people are either dead or fully
vaccinated in the US at this point, largely.
We need a booster shot in the US in the fully vaccinated. Oddly enough, that will save
the lives of a lot of the unvaccinated.  
And a small BTW: This total focus on how the fully vaccinated can get infected as
their immunity wanes, glosses over the fact that those of them who become symptomatic will
get pretty sick. There is even some thought that some of them could turn into long Covids. So
further great reasons to have a booster shot campaign.  
Pfizer is proposing a booster shot.
I have to wonder what will happen as more time passes and our immunity to more severe
disease wanes too, if it indeed does. When that starts to happen there will be a booster shot
campaign in the USA. Immunity is more than just antibodies, of course. There is "cellular
immunity" that involving the T cells, B cells and natural killer cells. Even cells in the bone
marrow. We need to hear from Dr. Fauci about the odds of haveing some immunity fade due
to the four week gap between shots in the US, permitting milder infections of the fully
vaccinated, and the odds of losing the really vital immunity, that immunity against the
serious effects of Covid- hospitalization, ICU, ventilator and dearth. Is the fading of that
latter immunity also in the cards? Please opine, Dr. Fauci.
CDC changes it's mind - YouTube
L. William Harding
Fresno, Ca.
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 3, 2021, 1:56 PM
Subject: Fwd: Follow up on the 1978 murder of Zamina Begum. The murderer lives in Palo
Alto CA.
To: <info@firstlady.gov.af>
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee is Jamaican Afghan Royal..this n that..blah blah blah blah.. there's no
way Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee has any support from any Islamic N.I.S A including Zaytuna
college in Berkeley CA..no one else is available..diva Lee aka Diva Jobs suffers..well. diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs suffers very good..her favorite thing is journalism..sticker book
photojournalism..blah blah.blah..buying different soaps. Body wash,Body sprays,body
lotion..pillow spray, deordrant. I keep my feet looking good. I wear a Kaftan shirt whereas I
purchased it for $2.49. Yes..I am not Morman. I attend the Catholic Church..very seldom do I
attend a non denomination church in San Jose CA Cathedral of Faith. I am a creative braider..I
braid hair..I had a good start in July 2021. Whereas i didn't braid for one year because of
Covid 19. I desperately need a way to relocate to another housing unit. ..I prefer that u could
assist Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs to go live with Princess Noal and Egypt Prince Mohammed
Ali. Help Diva get a real estate license..she had one before or help Diva relocate to Las Vegas
NV for a law clerk position whereas she needs to finish judical college to be a judge.. Diva
Jobs aka Diva Lee already lived in Egypt attended University of Alexanderia..law school in
the past....take Diva out of CA whereas the most corrupt behaviors in law enforcement
agencies and Psychiatric health care workers..trapped Diva..in a vicious cycle of mental health
patient with their lies..their drug abuse habitual aggressions with alcohol..that's the
disfunctional Bay Area mental health care workers including Santa Clara County Mental
health Judge Stephen Manley's courtroom behaviors his revolving door..diva changes subject
to her past experiences in Egypt educational institutions..whereas she actually learnt law from
Co-owner Microsoft Bill Gates's father William Gates II at the Washington State Bar.. yes
Diva passed the bar. Do something fun..like send Diva an letter of acknowledgement..what the
heck happened in Donald Trump's administration cabinet? I 'll tell you later. My daughter
Robyn Fenty needs to appear Exploited.. because she is Exploited..born in Barbados because
Diva was kidnapped to Barbados at age 12. That Jamacian man singer Songwriter Bob Marley
spoke about the murder of Zamina Begum from 1978-1981.. everyday diva was shown
pictures of Zamina Begum..an everyday study of Zamina Begum her life..her afterlife. It's
lovely to be a trained paranormal hypochondriac thinker.investigating a 1978 murder..the
homeless shelter where I live..is haunted by Bill Gates's mother Mary Maxwell Gates and

beloved William Gates II..whereas their afterlife consists of their injustices from when Bill
Gates mother Mary Maxwell wrote the song "Black or White" whereas Singer Michael
Jackson sung it quickly. When Mary Maxwell Gates cried to her husband William Gates II
about how she didn't get credit as a songwriter...for a song singer Michael Jackson
sung..William Gates II didn't care about it as if that songwriting Experience wasn't profitable.
William Gates II didn't want his wife to be recognized as a songwriter..for popular song sung
by Michael Jackson. When Mary Gates died in 1994, William Gates II went ballistic trying to
figure out the best option to get justice..memories and royalties to prove that he is a widow to
a songwriter named Mary Maxwell Gates. William Gates II you know he cried loudly over a
loud TV and a loud Radio box where the song "Black or White" sung by Michael
Jackson..would cause Mary Maxwell Gates to stop haunting his conscious mind. William
Gates II had Diva work hard as a paranormal hypochondriac thinker Psychic medium empath
to search for justice in hopes to create technology to create an afterlife Experience.. whereas
it's funny and promotes better laws in the Supreme Court Justice league. You don't want to
know what items are haunted the most at the homeless shelter little orchard in San Jose,CA.
Whatever ghosts you want to haunt you..just send an email...to Diva...yesturday..on August
2,2021. The 23th President of the U.S Benjamin Harrison has haunted me yesterday..it was
fun..that ghost just show up..and shows up up up..i scare..i care..that ghost Benjamin Harrison
the 23th President of the U.S wants diva jobs to do a front porch campaign and give a speech
about Sherman Anti Trust Act. BENJAMIN Harrison is dead like Abe Lincoln is dead. Diva
Jobs is a Psychic medium empath paranormal hypochondriac thinker. Right now another ghost
wants me to think about a building. Archetect Helmet Jahn's death. A debate over a Thompson
Center. The reusing of the James R Thompson Center..Are you crazy..who is gonna pay me
for this thinking. I am homeless..give me a bed,shower,closet, bathtub,Car, bicycle food
camera..I will give u any thinking any energy from any ghost you want. Right now I'm across
from Oak Hill Cemetery in San Jose CA..one of the oldest cemetery in San Jose CA.. whereas
that's boring compared to the way Mary Maxwell Gates and beloved William Gates II their
style of Poltergeist movie 1980's.. that's what they doing right now.haunting the place and they
got guests..other ghosts like SF Civil Rights leader Jack Berman..Berman died he was killed in
1991. They exciting yeah another ghost haunting is Nicole Brown Simpson.. she's contagious
with OJ Simpson's style of having food to cook. What type of food? Jamacian food. Is it a
food truck? It's ok now this platform is not for an explanation of what gift I possess with the
dead. Ok.
.Best regards Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 3, 2021, 12:35 PM
Subject: Follow up on the 1978 murder of Zamina Begum. The murderer lives in Palo Alto
CA.
To: <info@firstlady.gov.af>
Hello, I am AFGHAN Jamacian women Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman. I need
Asylum..I am hurt by the past 3 Presidency in the U.S. I am oppressed by the family whom
killed Zamina Begum. I currently live in a homeless shelter in San Jose CA. I am surrounded
by people who have hurt Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs based on ultimatums. I urge the sudden
arrest of Linda Thomas Greenfield..she has hurt Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs tremendously with
her affiliation with the killer who killed Zamina Begum.
I hope you understand diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman a Afghan Jamacian

women.. daughter to Jamacian artist Bunny Striker who was killed masochistly by santanic
ritualistic practices many years ago whereas my father's identical twin brother Edward
Sullivan Lee died in 2020. I urge for u to understand that Michelle Obama is a serial killer..yes
I survived being shot in the head twice by Michelle Obama..once in Nigeria while on my royal
tour. Michelle Obama shot Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs in the head in Hayward CA. I witnessed
the murder of singer Whitney Houston yes it was Michelle Obama who killed Whitney
Houston.
I would like to be connected with Asylum lawyers to give Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma
Coleman protected housing and resources. I do not agree with humantrafficking organized to
be against it. The organization designed to help women flee from humantrafficking are not
working. At age 11,Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman got pregnant by 17 year old
boy Hunter Biden.. whereas the baby girl Robyn was forced to be adopted by Guyanese family
friend..Ronald Fenty whereas his girlfriend Monica Braithwaite. Didn't have resources to raise
my daughter Robyn Fenty. It's a difficult thing to comprehend..how Joe Biden hasn't shown
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs any accommodations or Respect whereas diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is
the biological mother to his granddaughter singer Rhianna aka Robyn Fenty. It's not good..for
Hunter Biden to keep away real estate properties whereas his daughter Robyn didn't give back
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee's real estate properties whereas Robyn was to safe keep the real estate
while my mom underwent a violent controlling takeover our family's investment real estates
Properties prior to the forced heartattack which ended my mom's life. I urge for an complete
investigation about the exhibition whereas Diva Lee was thrown off the roof of Domain
Apartments in San Jose CA during Biden Harris presidential campaigns. I have an explanation
plus picture of those men who hurt me..and their organized gang/mafia..who continued under
the leadership of Santa Clara county DA Jeff Rosen,San Jose CA Mayor Sam Liccardo and
California Governor Gavin Newsom.
I do not like Kamala Harris because Kamala Harris is serial killer serial thief ... whereas
Kamala stole businesses and income for her presidential campaigns with Biden. Kamala
Harris hurt many individuals in SF.. whereas she smuggled drugs across the U.S..within
various motorcycle club "Soul Brothers" headquarters in East Palo Alto CA. Kamala has
organized Boogaloo law enforcement agents whereas the black panthers were not functioning
properly to combat them..
Kamala Harris is an enemy to diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman whereas Michelle
Obama also is an enemy. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman is not delusional
schizophrenic or feeling depressed.diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a MD to a JD. Diva Lee aka
Diva Jobs is currently homeless shelter in San Jose CA..Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently a
powerful distinctive Psychic medium empath paranormal hypochondriac think tank. I desire
an explanation of why my children are not with me..and how all my real estate properties were
stolen within real estate fraud thru ultimatums. I hope you understand that Diva is qualified
Former U.N Ambassador,San Francisco FBI agent,Former Homeland security agent, DOJ gun
control agent,and rescue firefighter. I studied neuological surgery whereas Dr.Ben Carson's
nasty habitual aggressions and sexual abuse towards Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs..yeah Diva was
forced to rescue conjoined twins whereas Dr. Ben Carson's drug addictions took the best of
him on the day he was scheduled for surgery. Please understand that I have no privacy..for
years after years..I been oppressed living oppressed...by a very corrupt individuals related to
the murderer of Zamina Begum in 1978. Attachment#1 Humaria Begum..I was their guest at
White House and after the event they congregated at a home in Fairfax CA at 101 Gregory Dr.
I loved Humaria Begum and grandad Mohammed Zahir Shah

Attachment#2 Steve Jobs adopted Diva Lee when her Jamacian father "Bunny Striker was
killed years ago...whereas DIVA's father's identical twin brother Edward Sullivan Lee died in
2020 he wasn't a good fit to be guardian to Diva Lee. Attachment#3Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
aka Dilma Coleman. A Afghan Jamacian women age 45. Educated with MD and JD.
Attachment#4 DIVA's biological father "Bunny Striker" whereas he was killed many years
ago and his identical twin brother took on his identity as a Jamacian music maker whereas he
had to learn music to replace his identical twin brother's success..whereas this protrayed an
unrelated note that his Homosexual lover Christian leader T.D Jake's made music..using Diva's
dad's name. DIVA's suffered distresses mental distresses physical assualts from TD Jake's and
others oppressed Diva Lee in her music projects in SF with SF RBL Posse rap group whereas
DIVA's husband SF RBL Posse rapper Hitman Ricky Herd was killed in 2003. Diva is ex wife
to Moroccan King Mohammed Hassan IV and widow of Emir of Kuwait and others. Diva Jobs
inheritance from Steve Jobs was sold by Lisa Brennan Jobs in a jealous sadistic santanic
ritualistic rage. Diva seeks for justice to have her inheritance from Steve Jobs. Diva Jobs has
many injustices from all her marriages. There is an N.A.M.B.L.A cult organized to take all
inherited income and real estate properties from Diva Jobs. This political hate group is
affiliated with the killer whom killed Zamina Begum in 1978 whereas Diva was only 2 years
old..and she stood up on her feet..inches away from Zamina Begum at the time of her death in
1978 Kabul, AFGHANISTAN. Best regards Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 3, 2021, 12:35 PM
Subject: Follow up on the 1978 murder of Zamina Begum. The murderer lives in Palo Alto
CA.
To: <info@firstlady.gov.af>
Hello, I am AFGHAN Jamacian women Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman. I need
Asylum..I am hurt by the past 3 Presidency in the U.S. I am oppressed by the family whom
killed Zamina Begum. I currently live in a homeless shelter in San Jose CA. I am surrounded
by people who have hurt Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs based on ultimatums. I urge the sudden
arrest of Linda Thomas Greenfield..she has hurt Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs tremendously with
her affiliation with the killer who killed Zamina Begum.
I hope you understand diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman a Afghan Jamacian
women.. daughter to Jamacian artist Bunny Striker who was killed masochistly by santanic
ritualistic practices many years ago whereas my father's identical twin brother Edward
Sullivan Lee died in 2020. I urge for u to understand that Michelle Obama is a serial killer..yes
I survived being shot in the head twice by Michelle Obama..once in Nigeria while on my royal
tour. Michelle Obama shot Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs in the head in Hayward CA. I witnessed
the murder of singer Whitney Houston yes it was Michelle Obama who killed Whitney
Houston.
I would like to be connected with Asylum lawyers to give Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma
Coleman protected housing and resources. I do not agree with humantrafficking organized to
be against it. The organization designed to help women flee from humantrafficking are not
working. At age 11,Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman got pregnant by 17 year old
boy Hunter Biden.. whereas the baby girl Robyn was forced to be adopted by Guyanese family
friend..Ronald Fenty whereas his girlfriend Monica Braithwaite. Didn't have resources to raise
my daughter Robyn Fenty. It's a difficult thing to comprehend..how Joe Biden hasn't shown
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs any accommodations or Respect whereas diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is
the biological mother to his granddaughter singer Rhianna aka Robyn Fenty. It's not good..for
Hunter Biden to keep away real estate properties whereas his daughter Robyn didn't give back
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee's real estate properties whereas Robyn was to safe keep the real estate
while my mom underwent a violent controlling takeover our family's investment real estates
Properties prior to the forced heartattack which ended my mom's life. I urge for an complete
investigation about the exhibition whereas Diva Lee was thrown off the roof of Domain

Apartments in San Jose CA during Biden Harris presidential campaigns. I have an explanation
plus picture of those men who hurt me..and their organized gang/mafia..who continued under
the leadership of Santa Clara county DA Jeff Rosen,San Jose CA Mayor Sam Liccardo and
California Governor Gavin Newsom.
I do not like Kamala Harris because Kamala Harris is serial killer serial thief ... whereas
Kamala stole businesses and income for her presidential campaigns with Biden. Kamala
Harris hurt many individuals in SF.. whereas she smuggled drugs across the U.S..within
various motorcycle club "Soul Brothers" headquarters in East Palo Alto CA. Kamala has
organized Boogaloo law enforcement agents whereas the black panthers were not functioning
properly to combat them..
Kamala Harris is an enemy to diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman whereas Michelle
Obama also is an enemy. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman is not delusional
schizophrenic or feeling depressed.diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a MD to a JD. Diva Lee aka
Diva Jobs is currently homeless shelter in San Jose CA..Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently a
powerful distinctive Psychic medium empath paranormal hypochondriac think tank. I desire
an explanation of why my children are not with me..and how all my real estate properties were
stolen within real estate fraud thru ultimatums. I hope you understand that Diva is qualified
Former U.N Ambassador,San Francisco FBI agent,Former Homeland security agent, DOJ gun
control agent,and rescue firefighter. I studied neuological surgery whereas Dr.Ben Carson's
nasty habitual aggressions and sexual abuse towards Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs..yeah Diva was
forced to rescue conjoined twins whereas Dr. Ben Carson's drug addictions took the best of
him on the day he was scheduled for surgery. Please understand that I have no privacy..for
years after years..I been oppressed living oppressed...by a very corrupt individuals related to
the murderer of Zamina Begum in 1978. Attachment#1 Humaria Begum..I was their guest at
White House and after the event they congregated at a home in Fairfax CA at 101 Gregory Dr.
I loved Humaria Begum and grandad Mohammed Zahir Shah
Attachment#2 Steve Jobs adopted Diva Lee when her Jamacian father "Bunny Striker was
killed years ago...whereas DIVA's father's identical twin brother Edward Sullivan Lee died in
2020 he wasn't a good fit to be guardian to Diva Lee. Attachment#3Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
aka Dilma Coleman. A Afghan Jamacian women age 45. Educated with MD and JD.
Attachment#4 DIVA's biological father "Bunny Striker" whereas he was killed many years
ago and his identical twin brother took on his identity as a Jamacian music maker whereas he
had to learn music to replace his identical twin brother's success..whereas this protrayed an
unrelated note that his Homosexual lover Christian leader T.D Jake's made music..using Diva's
dad's name. DIVA's suffered distresses mental distresses physical assualts from TD Jake's and
others oppressed Diva Lee in her music projects in SF with SF RBL Posse rap group whereas
DIVA's husband SF RBL Posse rapper Hitman Ricky Herd was killed in 2003. Diva is ex wife
to Moroccan King Mohammed Hassan IV and widow of Emir of Kuwait and others. Diva Jobs
inheritance from Steve Jobs was sold by Lisa Brennan Jobs in a jealous sadistic santanic
ritualistic rage. Diva seeks for justice to have her inheritance from Steve Jobs. Diva Jobs has
many injustices from all her marriages. There is an N.A.M.B.L.A cult organized to take all
inherited income and real estate properties from Diva Jobs. This political hate group is
affiliated with the killer whom killed Zamina Begum in 1978 whereas Diva was only 2 years
old..and she stood up on her feet..inches away from Zamina Begum at the time of her death in
1978 Kabul, AFGHANISTAN. Best regards Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 3, 2021, 1:56 PM
Subject: Fwd: Follow up on the 1978 murder of Zamina Begum. The murderer lives in Palo
Alto CA.
To: <info@firstlady.gov.af>
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee is Jamaican Afghan Royal..this n that..blah blah blah blah.. there's no
way Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee has any support from any Islamic N.I.S A including Zaytuna
college in Berkeley CA..no one else is available..diva Lee aka Diva Jobs suffers..well. diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs suffers very good..her favorite thing is journalism..sticker book
photojournalism..blah blah.blah..buying different soaps. Body wash,Body sprays,body
lotion..pillow spray, deordrant. I keep my feet looking good. I wear a Kaftan shirt whereas I
purchased it for $2.49. Yes..I am not Morman. I attend the Catholic Church..very seldom do I
attend a non denomination church in San Jose CA Cathedral of Faith. I am a creative braider..I
braid hair..I had a good start in July 2021. Whereas i didn't braid for one year because of
Covid 19. I desperately need a way to relocate to another housing unit. ..I prefer that u could
assist Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs to go live with Princess Noal and Egypt Prince Mohammed
Ali. Help Diva get a real estate license..she had one before or help Diva relocate to Las Vegas
NV for a law clerk position whereas she needs to finish judical college to be a judge.. Diva
Jobs aka Diva Lee already lived in Egypt attended University of Alexanderia..law school in
the past....take Diva out of CA whereas the most corrupt behaviors in law enforcement
agencies and Psychiatric health care workers..trapped Diva..in a vicious cycle of mental health
patient with their lies..their drug abuse habitual aggressions with alcohol..that's the
disfunctional Bay Area mental health care workers including Santa Clara County Mental
health Judge Stephen Manley's courtroom behaviors his revolving door..diva changes subject
to her past experiences in Egypt educational institutions..whereas she actually learnt law from
Co-owner Microsoft Bill Gates's father William Gates II at the Washington State Bar.. yes
Diva passed the bar. Do something fun..like send Diva an letter of acknowledgement..what the
heck happened in Donald Trump's administration cabinet? I 'll tell you later. My daughter
Robyn Fenty needs to appear Exploited.. because she is Exploited..born in Barbados because
Diva was kidnapped to Barbados at age 12. That Jamacian man singer Songwriter Bob Marley
spoke about the murder of Zamina Begum from 1978-1981.. everyday diva was shown
pictures of Zamina Begum..an everyday study of Zamina Begum her life..her afterlife. It's
lovely to be a trained paranormal hypochondriac thinker.investigating a 1978 murder..the
homeless shelter where I live..is haunted by Bill Gates's mother Mary Maxwell Gates and

beloved William Gates II..whereas their afterlife consists of their injustices from when Bill
Gates mother Mary Maxwell wrote the song "Black or White" whereas Singer Michael
Jackson sung it quickly. When Mary Maxwell Gates cried to her husband William Gates II
about how she didn't get credit as a songwriter...for a song singer Michael Jackson
sung..William Gates II didn't care about it as if that songwriting Experience wasn't profitable.
William Gates II didn't want his wife to be recognized as a songwriter..for popular song sung
by Michael Jackson. When Mary Gates died in 1994, William Gates II went ballistic trying to
figure out the best option to get justice..memories and royalties to prove that he is a widow to
a songwriter named Mary Maxwell Gates. William Gates II you know he cried loudly over a
loud TV and a loud Radio box where the song "Black or White" sung by Michael
Jackson..would cause Mary Maxwell Gates to stop haunting his conscious mind. William
Gates II had Diva work hard as a paranormal hypochondriac thinker Psychic medium empath
to search for justice in hopes to create technology to create an afterlife Experience.. whereas
it's funny and promotes better laws in the Supreme Court Justice league. You don't want to
know what items are haunted the most at the homeless shelter little orchard in San Jose,CA.
Whatever ghosts you want to haunt you..just send an email...to Diva...yesturday..on August
2,2021. The 23th President of the U.S Benjamin Harrison has haunted me yesterday..it was
fun..that ghost just show up..and shows up up up..i scare..i care..that ghost Benjamin Harrison
the 23th President of the U.S wants diva jobs to do a front porch campaign and give a speech
about Sherman Anti Trust Act. BENJAMIN Harrison is dead like Abe Lincoln is dead. Diva
Jobs is a Psychic medium empath paranormal hypochondriac thinker. Right now another ghost
wants me to think about a building. Archetect Helmet Jahn's death. A debate over a Thompson
Center. The reusing of the James R Thompson Center..Are you crazy..who is gonna pay me
for this thinking. I am homeless..give me a bed,shower,closet, bathtub,Car, bicycle food
camera..I will give u any thinking any energy from any ghost you want. Right now I'm across
from Oak Hill Cemetery in San Jose CA..one of the oldest cemetery in San Jose CA.. whereas
that's boring compared to the way Mary Maxwell Gates and beloved William Gates II their
style of Poltergeist movie 1980's.. that's what they doing right now.haunting the place and they
got guests..other ghosts like SF Civil Rights leader Jack Berman..Berman died he was killed in
1991. They exciting yeah another ghost haunting is Nicole Brown Simpson.. she's contagious
with OJ Simpson's style of having food to cook. What type of food? Jamacian food. Is it a
food truck? It's ok now this platform is not for an explanation of what gift I possess with the
dead. Ok.
.Best regards Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 3, 2021, 12:35 PM
Subject: Follow up on the 1978 murder of Zamina Begum. The murderer lives in Palo Alto
CA.
To: <info@firstlady.gov.af>
Hello, I am AFGHAN Jamacian women Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman. I need
Asylum..I am hurt by the past 3 Presidency in the U.S. I am oppressed by the family whom
killed Zamina Begum. I currently live in a homeless shelter in San Jose CA. I am surrounded
by people who have hurt Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs based on ultimatums. I urge the sudden
arrest of Linda Thomas Greenfield..she has hurt Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs tremendously with
her affiliation with the killer who killed Zamina Begum.
I hope you understand diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman a Afghan Jamacian

women.. daughter to Jamacian artist Bunny Striker who was killed masochistly by santanic
ritualistic practices many years ago whereas my father's identical twin brother Edward
Sullivan Lee died in 2020. I urge for u to understand that Michelle Obama is a serial killer..yes
I survived being shot in the head twice by Michelle Obama..once in Nigeria while on my royal
tour. Michelle Obama shot Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs in the head in Hayward CA. I witnessed
the murder of singer Whitney Houston yes it was Michelle Obama who killed Whitney
Houston.
I would like to be connected with Asylum lawyers to give Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma
Coleman protected housing and resources. I do not agree with humantrafficking organized to
be against it. The organization designed to help women flee from humantrafficking are not
working. At age 11,Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman got pregnant by 17 year old
boy Hunter Biden.. whereas the baby girl Robyn was forced to be adopted by Guyanese family
friend..Ronald Fenty whereas his girlfriend Monica Braithwaite. Didn't have resources to raise
my daughter Robyn Fenty. It's a difficult thing to comprehend..how Joe Biden hasn't shown
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs any accommodations or Respect whereas diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is
the biological mother to his granddaughter singer Rhianna aka Robyn Fenty. It's not good..for
Hunter Biden to keep away real estate properties whereas his daughter Robyn didn't give back
Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee's real estate properties whereas Robyn was to safe keep the real estate
while my mom underwent a violent controlling takeover our family's investment real estates
Properties prior to the forced heartattack which ended my mom's life. I urge for an complete
investigation about the exhibition whereas Diva Lee was thrown off the roof of Domain
Apartments in San Jose CA during Biden Harris presidential campaigns. I have an explanation
plus picture of those men who hurt me..and their organized gang/mafia..who continued under
the leadership of Santa Clara county DA Jeff Rosen,San Jose CA Mayor Sam Liccardo and
California Governor Gavin Newsom.
I do not like Kamala Harris because Kamala Harris is serial killer serial thief ... whereas
Kamala stole businesses and income for her presidential campaigns with Biden. Kamala
Harris hurt many individuals in SF.. whereas she smuggled drugs across the U.S..within
various motorcycle club "Soul Brothers" headquarters in East Palo Alto CA. Kamala has
organized Boogaloo law enforcement agents whereas the black panthers were not functioning
properly to combat them..
Kamala Harris is an enemy to diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman whereas Michelle
Obama also is an enemy. Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman is not delusional
schizophrenic or feeling depressed.diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a MD to a JD. Diva Lee aka
Diva Jobs is currently homeless shelter in San Jose CA..Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is currently a
powerful distinctive Psychic medium empath paranormal hypochondriac think tank. I desire
an explanation of why my children are not with me..and how all my real estate properties were
stolen within real estate fraud thru ultimatums. I hope you understand that Diva is qualified
Former U.N Ambassador,San Francisco FBI agent,Former Homeland security agent, DOJ gun
control agent,and rescue firefighter. I studied neuological surgery whereas Dr.Ben Carson's
nasty habitual aggressions and sexual abuse towards Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs..yeah Diva was
forced to rescue conjoined twins whereas Dr. Ben Carson's drug addictions took the best of
him on the day he was scheduled for surgery. Please understand that I have no privacy..for
years after years..I been oppressed living oppressed...by a very corrupt individuals related to
the murderer of Zamina Begum in 1978. Attachment#1 Humaria Begum..I was their guest at
White House and after the event they congregated at a home in Fairfax CA at 101 Gregory Dr.
I loved Humaria Begum and grandad Mohammed Zahir Shah

Attachment#2 Steve Jobs adopted Diva Lee when her Jamacian father "Bunny Striker was
killed years ago...whereas DIVA's father's identical twin brother Edward Sullivan Lee died in
2020 he wasn't a good fit to be guardian to Diva Lee. Attachment#3Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
aka Dilma Coleman. A Afghan Jamacian women age 45. Educated with MD and JD.
Attachment#4 DIVA's biological father "Bunny Striker" whereas he was killed many years
ago and his identical twin brother took on his identity as a Jamacian music maker whereas he
had to learn music to replace his identical twin brother's success..whereas this protrayed an
unrelated note that his Homosexual lover Christian leader T.D Jake's made music..using Diva's
dad's name. DIVA's suffered distresses mental distresses physical assualts from TD Jake's and
others oppressed Diva Lee in her music projects in SF with SF RBL Posse rap group whereas
DIVA's husband SF RBL Posse rapper Hitman Ricky Herd was killed in 2003. Diva is ex wife
to Moroccan King Mohammed Hassan IV and widow of Emir of Kuwait and others. Diva Jobs
inheritance from Steve Jobs was sold by Lisa Brennan Jobs in a jealous sadistic santanic
ritualistic rage. Diva seeks for justice to have her inheritance from Steve Jobs. Diva Jobs has
many injustices from all her marriages. There is an N.A.M.B.L.A cult organized to take all
inherited income and real estate properties from Diva Jobs. This political hate group is
affiliated with the killer whom killed Zamina Begum in 1978 whereas Diva was only 2 years
old..and she stood up on her feet..inches away from Zamina Begum at the time of her death in
1978 Kabul, AFGHANISTAN. Best regards Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Jul 31, 2021, 10:35 PM
Subject: Fwd: The identical twin brothers. One is deceased. One is Alive. Wish they both were
here. Did I make a mistake?
To: <34713@lapd.online>, <3549@sanjoseca.gov>
Cc: <investigation@kernda.org>, <bill.lee@tn.gov>

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Jul 31, 2021, 10:33 PM
Subject: The identical twin brothers. One is deceased. One is Alive. Wish they both were here.
Did I make a mistake?
To: <clerk@japarliament.gov.jm>, <stephanie.revering@crystalmn.gov>
Cc: <fairfaxpd@fairfaxpd.org>, TuuKasa Real Estate Co. <info@tuukasa.com>
It's not that much..left..to understand what needs to be done in Jamacian government and the
U.S government....diva Lee the Afghan, Jamacian daughter of Bunny Striker Edward Sullivan
Lee the real one who was killed years ago by Marriott hotel owner Bill Marriott and his
cohorts..again my uncle is the identical twin brother to "Bunny Striker" who died in 2020..my
uncle made me miserable..with his abundance of fake ass friends and his daughter with a
Brazilian women..that family was a fake.music maker.who had homosexual relationship with
Bishop T.D Jake's...T.D Jakes did the music.i had opportunity to shoot T.D Jake's in my
childhood because he raped me and other little girls whereas Santa Clara DA used hypnosis on
our recovery..i had a chance to Shoot TD Jake's in the face..but I was hypnotized by Santa
Clara DA Rosen..in the 1980's. .my dad...the real Bunny Striker was killed years ago after an
Oakland A's baseball game. I hated Donald Harris for being a nasty man whom Solicited
women for sex..yeah Kamala Harris's parents were nasty people..I hate them. Furthermore I
rather discuss it further and further more than..the Challenger Explosion..the real persons who
launched that Challenger. Right now I grieve on my favorite person "Dusty Hill" from ZZ
Top.
Arrest Rita Marley(drug smuggler),David Marley.(Fraudulent businesses, Fraudulent stolen
stock investment portfolios, Fraudulent paperwork for script writing for TV done by Diva Lee

re: Cartoon Network "Boondocks". .the greed and horror of Rita Marley's children...Diva Lee
has issues to explain from the 1978-1981...pick up into the horror Rita Marley did on South
African President Nelson Mandela(A south African inventor who stayed 27 years in prison)
including the horror on Bob Marley..the way Bob was Solicited as a sex slave during his last
months at 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA. ..let's talk about this n that..really soon. ..
Current guests at James F Boccardo little orchard homeless shelter there are some individuals
2-4 men who forced Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman off the top of Domain Apartments in San
Jose CA in 2019. It was a different type of big fall. Understand the current frustrated hostile
environment of being surrounded by dangerous sorcerer Narcissistic behaviors..some seen and
not seen.. similar to those illustrated in Cartoon Network Boondocks cartoon Network South
Park etc. Let's talk about serial drug addicts..like singer Jennifer Lopez, Ben Affleck, Alex
Rodriguez, Mark Zuckerberg, Hunter Biden, Gavin Newsom..And that San Jose Mayor Sam
Liccardo's hobby needs to stop making enemas filled with drugs..that that that's cookie dough
farts..then bake it's Beat Beat Beat Bean Bean Bean. I want the police to issue a arrest for Lisa
Brennan Jobs..her issues with drugs and her Fraudulent statements about her dad Steve Jobs
being violent controlling father. Lisa Brennan Jobs had too much influential life with David
Marley drug smuggler and with Singer Jennifer Lopez and her evil cohorts who smuggle
drugs..Lisa Brennan Jobs knows that Singer Jennifer Lopez inserted bad man made viruses
into Steve Jobs..which looks like cancer....Lisa Brennan Jobs needs anger management..and
stop Lisa Brennan Jobs...who knows who else Lisa Brennan Jobs, Jennifer Lopez and Ben
Affleck wants to make sick with pharmaceutical bio lab man made viruses. Regards Diva Lee
aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman
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Dear FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS,
It is vital to our democracy that a true and accurate history of America be taught and learned
by all of us.
The inclusion of an comprehensive history of our nation must include the stories of the
struggles of
communities such that fought mightily to secure inclusion and combat exclusion
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What does Critical Race Theory
mean for AAPIs?
July 31, 2021

By Briana Lim, AsAmNews Intern
In the decades since Critical Race Theory’s founding in the 1970s,
the topic has made its way into conversations across the nation.
However, along the way, the original theory has been warped and
misconstrued like a game of ‘Telephone’ gone awry.
Though headlines constantly feature the buzzwords “Critical Race
Theory,” many readers don’t have a complete picture of what CRT
actually is. Moreover, Asian American readers question their
positioning in what is often presented as a dichotomy between
Whites and Non-Whites.

The fundamentals of Critical Race Theory are simple. Natalie
Masuoka, Associate Professor of Political Science and Asian
American Studies at UCLA, summarizes the theory for AsAmNews:
“Critical Race Theory offers ways of understanding how race is
systemically embedded in our social, political and economic
practices. An important idea is that racism is not limited to simply a
group of people who hold racially biased beliefs but is a widespread
problem that implicates us all.”
The theory’s philosophical origins date back to the 1970s with the
writings of Harvard Law Professor Derrick Bell. He, and subsequent
legals scholars like Kimberlé Crenshaw, Richard Delgado, and
others were spurred to act by the lack of progress since the ’60s Civil
Rights movements. Since then, many other scholars have contributed
to developing the theory further, and creating branches for specific
identity groups, like LatCrit, TribalCrit, and AsianCRT.
Top Articles
Content byAsAmNews
The basic tenets of CRT in practice, as explained by the American
Bar and Brookings Institute are:
Understanding that race is socially constructed and not
biologically founded. Science refutes the myth that humans
have biological racial differences.
Acknowledging that racism is embedded into social institutions
(e.g. the criminal justice system, education system, labor
market, housing market, healthcare).
Racist incidents can not be chalked up to “bad apples”—they
are indicative of structural racism.
Though racism is built into existing social structures, not all
beneficiaries of the system (i.e. White people) are necessarily

racist. They may have a moral obligation to work towards
rectifying the injustice, but the focus of CRT is on institutional
racism.
Scholars must take into account the deficits in research that
underserve people of color. As such, they must embrace the
story telling and lived experiences of people of color.
“Race is a central feature of many societies and is a core factor
influencing how inequality is practiced,” Masuoka continued. “If we
are to find solutions to this inequality, then we have to understand
how race asserts its power. Critical race theory offers a useful way to
trace the roots of race and inequality.”
Karin Wang, director of Public Interest Law and Policy at UCLA
Law, explains the benefit of applying CRT to Asian Americans.
“CRT is a fundamental tool that allows our community to understand
and respond to the racism we receive,” she said to AsAmNews.
Wang refers to CRT scholar Mari Matsuda when explaining, “Asian
Americans have been at the center of CRT for decades, both as
academics but also as prime examples of how laws have been the
tool to enshrine and legitimize outrageous acts of racism.”
Recent rises in anti-Asian hate crimes, however troubling, are not
new to the community and only renew generational trauma. Asian
Americans have endured a long history of state-sanctioned
discriminatory policies, Wang explained.
“Perhaps most infamously, the Chinese Exclusion Act was the first
(but not the only) U.S. law to single out a specific race or nationality
to bar from entering this country and it was unapologetically rooted
in racist fears about Chinese immigrants. A modern version was the
recent Muslim Ban under President Trump.”

Other examples of oppressive policies include anti-miscegenation
laws prohibiting Asian and White intermarriage and Executive Order
9066, the state-sanctioned incarceration of Japanese Americans.
Asian Americans continue to face discriminatory policies. “Laws
that uphold or perpetuate racism may be framed in ways that are
meant to obscure the racist foundations of the policies,” Wang
revealed.
“As the racial group with the largest proportion of foreign-born,
Asian Americans have always been particularly vulnerable to
language restrictions such as ‘English only’ policies. In recent
decades, it is not a coincidence that areas with high concentrations of
new Asian immigrants – like Monterey Park, CA which was one of
the first majority Asian cities in the U.S. – saw significant Englishonly activity, from bans on stores signs to removing Chinese
language books from libraries.”
Despite the historical evidence proving the need for a closer look at
anti-Asian racism in legislative policy, some critics argue that Asian

Americans’ collective success disproves the theory. Outspoken critic
Kenny Xu believes the fact that Asian Americans score equally as
high, or higher than White Americans in standard metrics of success
—like income and educational attainment—they are posited into a
“white-adjacent” category that overlooks their obstacles.
He writes on Newsweek, “The problem is that CRT implicitly
defines every good societal outcome as ‘White.’ Based on the data,
this necessarily puts Asian Americans in a ‘white adjacent’ box that
completely ignores their unique cultures and historical struggles.
Furthermore, if being rich and successful are necessarily ‘White’
characteristics, the implication is that other races are not, or cannot
be, successful, talented or educated. Despite pretending to care about
diversity and inclusion, CRT is actually racist in the way it implicitly
categorizes groups of people.”
Wang theorizes that much CRT criticism comes from
misunderstanding the fundamental intentions of CRT. “CRT is not
about whether some Asians succeed in the U.S., it’s about regardless
of success, Asians are subject to significant racism perpetuated by
the very laws and institutions that are supposed to protect us.”

By Adam Chau, AsAmNews
She cites the recent Atlanta shootings and its investigation as an
example. “There is no doubt that anti-Asian harassment and violence
is on the rise, as documented by both law enforcement and
community tracking projects. And there are also decades of research
and analysis on the racist and misogynistic way that Asian women
are sexualized and fetishized in American culture.”
“Yet institutions like law enforcement in Atlanta have repeatedly
insisted that the March 2021 executions of 6 Asian American women
at Asian-owned massage parlors by a White man in a predominantly
White and Black city has absolutely nothing to do with race. CRT
offers us a way to challenge that assertion and provides a way to
understand how race likely played a key role, despite what “official”
institutions say.”
Currently, Critical Race Theory dominates the news as students
prepare to return to school. After a year of social activism, many
have insisted the need for education reform. Yet critics believe

teaching CRT in school will further divide children into a binary: the
oppressors and the oppressed. They fear that teaching a more
complete version of America’s imperfect history will only serve to
disillusion students about their country and their peers.
A research Brookings Institute study finds that eight states (Idaho,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Iowa, New Hampshire, Arizona, and
South Carolina) have passed anti-CRT state legislation. “The
legislations mostly ban the discussion, training, and/or orientation
that the U.S. is inherently racist as well as any discussions about
conscious and unconscious bias, privilege, discrimination, and
oppression. These parameters also extend beyond race to include
gender lectures and discussions.” A number of other states have
similarly denounced the teaching of CRT.
Yet, proponents of CRT stress the importance of teaching a full
history. Randi Weingarten, President of American Federation of
Teachers, expresses her frustration in a CNN Opinion article.
Weingarten cites a new Texas law that, among other things, forbids
teaching the concept of “slavery and racism are anything other than
deviations from, betrayals of, or failures to live up to, the authentic
founding principles of the United States.”
“There is a saying: “When you know better, you do better.” As a
country, we need to know the unvarnished truth about our history so
we can do better. Those truths are not magically imbued – they must
be taught and learned.”
When asked about the significance of the theory today, Professor
Masuoka responded, “It is not a new theory nor is there something
particular about today that makes critical race theory any more
important today than in the past.”
AsAmNews has Asian America in its heart. We’re an all-volunteer

effort of dedicated staff and interns. Check out our new Instagram
account. Go to our Twitter feed and Facebook page for more
content. Please consider interning, joining our staff, or submitting a
story or making a contribution.
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Dear FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS,
It is vital to our democracy that a true and accurate history of America be taught and learned
by all of us.
The inclusion of an comprehensive history of our nation must include, at a minimum, the
accounts of the struggles
of communities such the African American, The Asian American, The Latino American, The
Native American
and the Jewish American that fought mightily to secure inclusion in and combat exclusion
from our society.
Allan Seid
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By Briana Lim, AsAmNews Intern
In the decades since Critical Race Theory’s founding in the 1970s,
the topic has made its way into conversations across the nation.
However, along the way, the original theory has been warped and
misconstrued like a game of ‘Telephone’ gone awry.
Though headlines constantly feature the buzzwords “Critical Race
Theory,” many readers don’t have a complete picture of what CRT
actually is. Moreover, Asian American readers question their
positioning in what is often presented as a dichotomy between
Whites and Non-Whites.

The fundamentals of Critical Race Theory are simple. Natalie
Masuoka, Associate Professor of Political Science and Asian
American Studies at UCLA, summarizes the theory for AsAmNews:
“Critical Race Theory offers ways of understanding how race is
systemically embedded in our social, political and economic
practices. An important idea is that racism is not limited to simply a
group of people who hold racially biased beliefs but is a widespread
problem that implicates us all.”
The theory’s philosophical origins date back to the 1970s with the
writings of Harvard Law Professor Derrick Bell. He, and subsequent
legals scholars like Kimberlé Crenshaw, Richard Delgado, and
others were spurred to act by the lack of progress since the ’60s Civil
Rights movements. Since then, many other scholars have contributed
to developing the theory further, and creating branches for specific
identity groups, like LatCrit, TribalCrit, and AsianCRT.
Top Articles
Content byAsAmNews
The basic tenets of CRT in practice, as explained by the American
Bar and Brookings Institute are:
Understanding that race is socially constructed and not
biologically founded. Science refutes the myth that humans
have biological racial differences.
Acknowledging that racism is embedded into social institutions
(e.g. the criminal justice system, education system, labor
market, housing market, healthcare).
Racist incidents can not be chalked up to “bad apples”—they
are indicative of structural racism.
Though racism is built into existing social structures, not all
beneficiaries of the system (i.e. White people) are necessarily

racist. They may have a moral obligation to work towards
rectifying the injustice, but the focus of CRT is on institutional
racism.
Scholars must take into account the deficits in research that
underserve people of color. As such, they must embrace the
story telling and lived experiences of people of color.
“Race is a central feature of many societies and is a core factor
influencing how inequality is practiced,” Masuoka continued. “If we
are to find solutions to this inequality, then we have to understand
how race asserts its power. Critical race theory offers a useful way to
trace the roots of race and inequality.”
Karin Wang, director of Public Interest Law and Policy at UCLA
Law, explains the benefit of applying CRT to Asian Americans.
“CRT is a fundamental tool that allows our community to understand
and respond to the racism we receive,” she said to AsAmNews.
Wang refers to CRT scholar Mari Matsuda when explaining, “Asian
Americans have been at the center of CRT for decades, both as
academics but also as prime examples of how laws have been the
tool to enshrine and legitimize outrageous acts of racism.”
Recent rises in anti-Asian hate crimes, however troubling, are not
new to the community and only renew generational trauma. Asian
Americans have endured a long history of state-sanctioned
discriminatory policies, Wang explained.
“Perhaps most infamously, the Chinese Exclusion Act was the first
(but not the only) U.S. law to single out a specific race or nationality
to bar from entering this country and it was unapologetically rooted
in racist fears about Chinese immigrants. A modern version was the
recent Muslim Ban under President Trump.”

Other examples of oppressive policies include anti-miscegenation
laws prohibiting Asian and White intermarriage and Executive Order
9066, the state-sanctioned incarceration of Japanese Americans.
Asian Americans continue to face discriminatory policies. “Laws
that uphold or perpetuate racism may be framed in ways that are
meant to obscure the racist foundations of the policies,” Wang
revealed.
“As the racial group with the largest proportion of foreign-born,
Asian Americans have always been particularly vulnerable to
language restrictions such as ‘English only’ policies. In recent
decades, it is not a coincidence that areas with high concentrations of
new Asian immigrants – like Monterey Park, CA which was one of
the first majority Asian cities in the U.S. – saw significant Englishonly activity, from bans on stores signs to removing Chinese
language books from libraries.”
Despite the historical evidence proving the need for a closer look at
anti-Asian racism in legislative policy, some critics argue that Asian

Americans’ collective success disproves the theory. Outspoken critic
Kenny Xu believes the fact that Asian Americans score equally as
high, or higher than White Americans in standard metrics of success
—like income and educational attainment—they are posited into a
“white-adjacent” category that overlooks their obstacles.
He writes on Newsweek, “The problem is that CRT implicitly
defines every good societal outcome as ‘White.’ Based on the data,
this necessarily puts Asian Americans in a ‘white adjacent’ box that
completely ignores their unique cultures and historical struggles.
Furthermore, if being rich and successful are necessarily ‘White’
characteristics, the implication is that other races are not, or cannot
be, successful, talented or educated. Despite pretending to care about
diversity and inclusion, CRT is actually racist in the way it implicitly
categorizes groups of people.”
Wang theorizes that much CRT criticism comes from
misunderstanding the fundamental intentions of CRT. “CRT is not
about whether some Asians succeed in the U.S., it’s about regardless
of success, Asians are subject to significant racism perpetuated by
the very laws and institutions that are supposed to protect us.”

By Adam Chau, AsAmNews
She cites the recent Atlanta shootings and its investigation as an
example. “There is no doubt that anti-Asian harassment and violence
is on the rise, as documented by both law enforcement and
community tracking projects. And there are also decades of research
and analysis on the racist and misogynistic way that Asian women
are sexualized and fetishized in American culture.”
“Yet institutions like law enforcement in Atlanta have repeatedly
insisted that the March 2021 executions of 6 Asian American women
at Asian-owned massage parlors by a White man in a predominantly
White and Black city has absolutely nothing to do with race. CRT
offers us a way to challenge that assertion and provides a way to
understand how race likely played a key role, despite what “official”
institutions say.”
Currently, Critical Race Theory dominates the news as students
prepare to return to school. After a year of social activism, many
have insisted the need for education reform. Yet critics believe

teaching CRT in school will further divide children into a binary: the
oppressors and the oppressed. They fear that teaching a more
complete version of America’s imperfect history will only serve to
disillusion students about their country and their peers.
A research Brookings Institute study finds that eight states (Idaho,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Iowa, New Hampshire, Arizona, and
South Carolina) have passed anti-CRT state legislation. “The
legislations mostly ban the discussion, training, and/or orientation
that the U.S. is inherently racist as well as any discussions about
conscious and unconscious bias, privilege, discrimination, and
oppression. These parameters also extend beyond race to include
gender lectures and discussions.” A number of other states have
similarly denounced the teaching of CRT.
Yet, proponents of CRT stress the importance of teaching a full
history. Randi Weingarten, President of American Federation of
Teachers, expresses her frustration in a CNN Opinion article.
Weingarten cites a new Texas law that, among other things, forbids
teaching the concept of “slavery and racism are anything other than
deviations from, betrayals of, or failures to live up to, the authentic
founding principles of the United States.”
“There is a saying: “When you know better, you do better.” As a
country, we need to know the unvarnished truth about our history so
we can do better. Those truths are not magically imbued – they must
be taught and learned.”
When asked about the significance of the theory today, Professor
Masuoka responded, “It is not a new theory nor is there something
particular about today that makes critical race theory any more
important today than in the past.”
AsAmNews has Asian America in its heart. We’re an all-volunteer

effort of dedicated staff and interns. Check out our new Instagram
account. Go to our Twitter feed and Facebook page for more
content. Please consider interning, joining our staff, or submitting a
story or making a contribution.
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More sickening details re the state of law enforcement in this country today including more numbers of the number
of law enforcement members attend the jan 6 riot rampage at the U.S. Capital
https://apnews.com/article/government-and-politics-business-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-only-on-ap2b4106de3ebcbfae85948439a7056031
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
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Aram James
Council, City; Cormack, Alison; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Kou, Lydia; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Shikada, Ed;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; DuBois, Tom; Jonsen, Robert; Roberta Ahlquist; chuck jagoda; Stump, Molly;
Molly; Donald Mendoza; Cary Andrew Crittenden; ParkRec Commission; vramirez@redwoodcity.org; alisa mallari
tu; Rebecca Eisenberg
Inside a KKK murder plot: Grab him up, take him to the river
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 10:09:45 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
>
> FYI:
>>
>> More sickening details re the state of law enforcement in this country today including more numbers on the
number of law enforcement members attending the jan 6 riot rampage at the U.S. Capital
>>
>> https://apnews.com/article/government-and-politics-business-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-only-on-ap2b4106de3ebcbfae85948439a7056031
>>
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
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Arlene Goetze
cindy chavez; joe simitian; Susan Ellenberg; mike wasserman; otto.lee@bos.sccgov.org
Ivermectin Heals; Vaccinated spreading COVID
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 10:38:10 AM
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Contents:

1. Ivermectin heals COVIC for less than $1 a day
2. Virus Spreading Among the Vaccinated in high
Vaccine Countries
3. Mexican President Rejecting COVID
Vaccine For Kids
4. Mask- Free Sweden Nears Zero Daily Covid
Deaths
5. 11,940 deaths and 518,770 total
adverse events reported by CDC
11,940 deaths — 535in one week
and 63,102 serious effects
  
Injuries AFTER Vaccines
---Most
injuries caused by Pfizer----

1. New Study Shows COVID Could Be Treated
for
Less than $1 a Day. Ivermectin is the drug.
August 03, 2021
    A double-blind study of an antiparasitic drug that’s been in the news a
lot lately not only shows that
the drug can reduce the duration and infectiousness of COVID-19, but can
do all that on less than $1 a day.
That drug is ivermectin, and professor Eli Schwartz, founder of the
Center for Travel Medicine
and Tropical Disease at Sheba, says his studies, recently published on
RXiv, show it is a cost-effective
treatment that can help shorten the infection period. Schwartz studied
89 volunteers diagnosed
with the virus. Half received ivermectin; the other half, a placebo.
    “Nearly 72% of volunteers treated with ivermectin tested negative for
the virus by Day 6,”
The Jerusalem Post reported. “In contrast, only 50% of those who received
the placebo tested negative.”
And, besides feeling better quicker, fewer ivermectin patients also were
found to be infectious — 13%,
compared to 50% of the placebo group.
The findings also showed that “there is almost a 100% chance that a person
will be noninfectious in four
to six days,” Schwartz said. Ivermectin is an inexpensive drug that was

approved by the U.S. FDA
in 1987 for treatment of a parasiticroundworm.
Jerusalem Post August 2, 2021

   SOURCE: The

----2. Coronavirus Spreading Among the
Vaccinated in
HighlyVaccinated Countries

Analysis by The Vaccine Reaction NVIC August 3, 2021
      Subheads:
* Infections in Vaccinated People in U.K. Are Outpacing Infections in the
Unvaccinated
* Most Infections in Israel Are Among Vaccinated People
About 85 percent of adults in Israel have been vaccinated. Yet most of the new
coronavirus
                 infections are occurring in vaccinated people.
* Infections in Chile, Seychelles and Mongolia Mostly in Vaccinated People
* Could Vaccinations Be Causing Rise in Infections?
A. .Dr. Montagnier: . . mass vaccination programs for COVID may actually be
causing SARS-COV-2
         mutations like the Delta variant and, thus, prolonging the pandemic.
B. . . . COVID vaccines create antibodies that force the virus to "find
another solution" or
         "die," adding that it is the variants that "area production and result from
the vaccination."
------------------------------   
* A recent study published by King's College in London, which operates the ZOE
COVID Study
app to monitor COVID infection and vaccination rates, found that, as of July 15,
2021, there was an
average of 15,537 new daily symptomatic cases COVID-19 among partly or fully
vaccinated people
in the United Kingdom—an increase of 40 percent from the previous week's
total of 11,084 new cases.1,2
Infections in Vaccinated People in U.K. Are Outpacing Infections in the
Unvaccinated
      The Zoe COVID Study, led by epidemiologist Tim Spector, MD, of Kings College
in London,
estimated that there were 17,581 new daily symptomatic cases of COVID-19 in
unvaccinated people,
or 22 percent less than the previous week's total of 22,638 new cases.
According to a press release issued by the study's authors, "With cases in the
vaccinated group continuing
to rise, the number of new cases in the vaccinated population is set to
overtake the unvaccinated in
the coming days."3,4

        On July 17, the U.K.'s Health Secretary, Sajid Javid, announced he had tested
positive for the SARSCoV-2 virus despite having received two doses of the AstraZeneca/Oxford
University's experimental
AZD1222 COVID vaccine on Mar. 17 and May 16.5 In a message posted on Twitter,
Javid wrote:
        > "This morning I tested positive for COVID. I'm waiting for my PCR result, but
thankfully I have had
my jabs and symptoms are mild."6
        With a population of more than 66 million people, two-thirds of adults in the U.K.
have received
COVID-19 vaccine, representing a total of 82,592,996 vaccinations as of July 20.
Some 46,349,709
Britons have received the first dose and 36,243,287 have gotten the second dose.
The country is not
vaccinating children.7
        The U.K. is among the most highly vaccinated countries in the world, but it
is experiencing a
third wave of coronavirus infections reportedly largely due to the spread of the
Delta variant of the
virus.8,9 Other highly vaccinated countries like Israel are also experiencing a
new wave of infections
due to the Delta variant.
FOR FULL STORY SEE MERCOLA NEWSLETTER, AUG. 3,2021
THE VACCINE REACTION FROM NVIC
------------------------

3. We Won’t Let Big Pharma Dictate Us Says
Mexican
President After Rejecting COVID Vaccine For Kids
  

  

      President

of Madagascar accuses WHO of offering a $20 million bribe
                              to poison their local COVID-19 remedy.
President of Tanzania sent WHO samples of a goat, a papaya and a quail
                  for testing and all of them came COVID-19 positive.
        Without vaccines, Haitian President was killed so within days, Haiti
received
   vaccines and was giving them out.
. . . pharmaceutical firms are focused more on making profits than on
ensuring
                medical necessity as they rake in record sales from Covid-19
vaccines.

August 3, 2021
      The Mexican President Andres Manuel López Obrador has said that
he won’t let Big Pharma

dictate Mexico after he refused to purchase Covid vaccines for children, vowing
that Mexico
wouldn’t bow to pressure from drugs firms.
      In remarks made earlier this week, the Mexican leader said his government was
still waiting for
the scientific community to demonstrate the benefits of vaccinating minors.
        Until conclusive evidence was provided, Mexico would refuse to purchase
jabs for children,
Obrador announced, adding that pharmaceutical firms seemed to be focused more on
making profits than on
ensuring medical necessity as they rake in record sales from Covid-19 vaccines.
He was similarly critical of plans by drugs companies to introduce third – or even
fourth-dose booster
shots, opining that the jabs could be “superfluous.”
        Recently, a Johns Hopkins study has found that there were zero COVID-19
deaths among healthy
kids. Rather than acknowledge science, Dr. Makary says the CDC continues to use
‘flimsy evidence’
to push the COVID vaccine upon children.
For full story, see GreatGameIndia. Aug. 3, 2021
------------------------------

4. Mask- Free Sweden Nears Zero Daily Covid Deaths
July 31, 2021
  Daily hospitalizations were near zero in July: On most days this
          month, the country saw zero-2 Covid-cases requiring hospital treatment.
          At the same time, daily cases have fallen sharply since April.    

As the CDC urges Americans to mask up against the Delta variant, Sweden’s chief
epidemiologist has argued that more data is needed about the strain’s
infectiousness.
His mask-free nation is hovering at zero Covid deaths per day.
    Anders Tegnell said on Friday that there was “a lot we do not know” about Delta
and cautioned against drawing “far-reaching conclusions” about the coronavirus
strain.
He noted that the variant had been circulating in Sweden “for quite some time”
with
little effect, particularly in high-risk settings such as nursing homes.
His comments were made in response to press release from CED Rochelle
Walensky
on JUly 27
( Ed. Note: although a whistleblower said that info has been
hidden by
  CDC. The WHO said last May that the vaccinated wear masks again.)
People who have been fully vaccinated for COVID-19 yet still get infected with
the delta strain could transmit the infection to unvaccinated people, CDC
Director
said justifying renewed recommendations for mask-wearing.   From
GreatGameIndia

----------------------------

5. July 30 release from CDC for cases reports to
VAERS

Data released today show that between Dec. 14, 2020 and July 23, 2021, a total of
518,770 total adverse events were reported to VAERS, aafter Vaccines
11,940 deaths — an increase of 535 over the previous week.
63,102 serious injuries r— up 14,717 compared with the previous week.
----U.S. stats: filed in VAERS, 435,007 adverse events,
                      5,612 deaths and 34,890 serious injuries,   
This week’s U.S. data for 12- to 17-year-olds show:
    * 15,086 total adverse events, including 909 rated as serious and 16 reported
deaths —
one less than what VAERS showed last week. Two of the nine deaths were
suicides.
    * 2,223 reports of anaphylaxis with 99% of cases attributed to Pfizer’s
vaccine.
    * 394 reports of myocarditis and pericarditis (heart inflammation) with 390
Pfizer’s vaccine.
    * 72 reports of blood clotting disorders, with all cases o Pfizer.
This week’s total U.S. VAERS data, from Dec. 14, 2020 to July 23, 2021, for all age
groups show:
    * 21% of deaths were related to cardiac disorders.
    * 54% of those who died were male, 43% female; Average age. 73.4 years
    * As of July 23, 2,572 pregnant women reported adverse events related to
COVID vaccines,
including 885 reports of miscarriage or premature birth. (over 30%)
    * Of the 2,483 cases of Bell’s Palsy 50% Pfizervaccinations, 43%
to Moderna and 6% to J&J.
    * 467 reports of Guillain-Barré Syndrome,39% Pfizer, 36% to Moderna and 24%
to J&J.
    * 119,539 reports of anaphylaxis with 44% Pfizer’s vaccine, 48% to Moderna and
8% to J&J.
    * 7,864 reports of blood clotting disorders. Of those, 3,336 reports were
attributed to Pfizer,
2,846 reports to Moderna and 1,637 reports to J&J.
    * 1,944 cases of myocarditis and pericarditis with 1,819 Pfizer, 639 Moderna
and 68 J&J.
For full report see The Defender, childrenshealthdefense.org July 30, 2021
Condensed/forwarded by Arlene Goetze, NO Toxins for Children,
photowrite67@yahoo.com
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Dilma Coleman
Council, City; police@newark.org
police@mountainview.gov; fairfaxpd@fairfaxpd.org
Joel Olsteen"s past the santanic ritualistic practices on people who sleep..and the words Joel Olsteen"s says prior
to Dusty Hill"s rest in the 1980"s at 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA.
Thursday, July 29, 2021 8:39:10 PM
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
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That fart stick like cookie dough. After the bake attack on Joel Olsteen's past whereas he made
the children in the home believe that people die in their sleep...their heart stops beating when
they snore...when the snore stops the heartbeats you hear them loudly. we were scared
children we stayed up all night with our eyes on Dusty our hand on his chest trained to be a
heart doctor....whereas in the morning we screamed he's dead when we woke up..that was the
1980's.when Dusty Hill promised to never leave us..Charleene wasn't his wife but she kept
saying that she wanted to be his wife..we didn't know the word wife...blame Joel Olsteen's
santanic behaviors with love spells and death spells and his stories of people who die in their
sleep ...blame the following people..for the current death status of Dusty Hill.
Attachment#1 arrest Joel Olsteen..that part donate it quickly..what did u say. Tamale tamale
tamale and buritto dialed 911..then 999. I dialed #1..I used his beeper.aka pager..the. Ran to
the pay phone. That's hurry up.
Attachment #2 Palo Alto CA give attention to that Guyanese family who lived at that home
whereas comedian Bill Cosby frequently visited with other comedians..u count back
74,73,72,71-20,19,18,17-6,5,4,3,2,1..those Gematria santanic ritualistic masochistly
meetings..all their friends who Watched Hunter age 17 have sex with Diva Lee age 11..then I
said that I would be big enough to carry a license to kill..Mark my steps..carry the cross...we
loved Joseph, Michael "dusty" Hill..at 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA..find out if there were
multiple deaths,homicides at that address.
In the 1980's that Gematria santanic ritualistic masochistly attackers were joined at that 220
Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA. I could list them quickly: Jennifer Lopez,Barack Obama,Oprah
Winfrey Michelle Obama, Hilary Clinton, And orhers..Whereas the law enforcement agents
need to arrest both real estate agents whom sold that home at 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA
in April 2021. You may not justify ur own reasonable thinking..whereas diva Lee aka Dilma
Coleman is a professional paranormal hypochondriac thinker Psychic medium..who meditated
on a way to put in words why JOEL Olsteen, TD Jake's and a few others are the suspect of
multiple ultimatums which led to death. They are the same suspects in several pedestrian
killings in the past and other killings. Understand that Palo Alto CA..was the hub for
humantrafficking, Sex slavery, and that Jane Goodall chimpanzees smashed the sweet potatoes
with gravy for the fried chicken. If u under alrithgrams experience.. understand that you have
to arrest Comedian Bill Cosby frequently..and make them return that 20 million dollars..that
cash sale for Sumner Redstone's home was the financial way Which generated income for Bill
Cosby to escape prison whereas Bill Gates's father was given an ultimatum to remain alive
until Biden was end of his political campaign. At 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA..that piece
of property..was used as a rehab, drug, mental ill halfway house.. whereas all the current
Homefirst homeless shelter guests and employees at little Orchard homeless shelter in San
Jose CA were also residents at 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA,101 Gregory Dr Fairfax CA,

1198 Tiegen Dr Hayward CA, and other places whereas Home First Homeless shelter is a
corrupt gang institution..for take a Veterans..bed..at a home u like..their solution of Solicited
income when mental hospital closed down because lack of drug free staff..but more
importantly it's a good lie..then speculate on the issues of Why Dusty Hill died in his sleep?
Speculate all the homicides at 220 Matadero Ave Palo Alto CA..whereas nothing but a good
time to pray about it. Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
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Pamela Milani
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:05:43 PM
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I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles,
and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A
resident of Palo Alto
Pamela Milani
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Andrea Allais
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:04:03 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles,
and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  
Andrea Allais
925 Waverley st apt 201 Palo Alto
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Batista
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Monday, August 2, 2021 12:57:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments
and clicking on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed
to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Andrea Batista outside Coupa Cafe!!!!

Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:
Date:

David Presotto
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Monday, August 2, 2021 10:31:41 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles,
and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life!
Sincerely,
David Presotto,
730 Webster st.
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jesus molina
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Sunday, August 1, 2021 3:16:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Sent from my iPhone
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Denisse Figueroa
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Sunday, August 1, 2021 2:59:43 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, Denisse, A resident of Palo Alto
Sent from my iPhone
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Cc:
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Roberto Duenas
Council, City
Alejandra Figueroa
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Sunday, August 1, 2021 2:56:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
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Cynthia Wolverton
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Sunday, August 1, 2021 2:51:03 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Mountain View
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
Subject:
Date:

scott inet-sciences.com
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Sunday, August 1, 2021 11:31:36 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
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Heather Starnes-Logwood
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Sunday, August 1, 2021 10:38:24 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Heather Starnes Logwood!
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelsey Sobomehin
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Saturday, July 31, 2021 10:22:59 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello! We are loving the outdoor dining, even in the winter!
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto.
Best,
Kelsey

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric J. Siegel
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Saturday, July 31, 2021 9:00:31 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Hello,
I am a frequent visitor to Palo Alto’s downtown area and I am super happy to see Coupa Cafe and other restaurants
thriving in the midst of the pandemic due to the open outdoor seating.
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It makes me more likely to come and spend my money at long established small
businesses, like Coupa.
Sincerely,
Eric Siegel
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To:
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Date:

WING NG
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Friday, July 30, 2021 3:44:18 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments
and clicking on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed
to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Wing and Diane

Sent from my iPhone
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Coughlan
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Friday, July 30, 2021 3:00:03 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Peter
Peter Coughlan
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To:
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Date:

Anna-Grace Millward
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Friday, July 30, 2021 12:55:18 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Anna.
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Geoff Hasbrook
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Thursday, July 29, 2021 1:37:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles,
and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A
resident of Palo Alto
I was raised in Palo Alto. Please keep Palo Alto good
Geoff Hasbrook

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raul Ayrala
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Thursday, July 29, 2021 1:19:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Raúl A. Ayrala                                    ayrala@att.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Ottoboni
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 7:29:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY.
It’s so much nicer to be able to go for a walk without worrying about cars and I prefer eating outside. It makes Palo
Alto feel more community oriented and I hope we can keep the streets for pedestrians only.
Sincerely, Alex Ottoboni

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bertrand Serlet
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 12:48:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
-- Bertrand Serlet

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sternfam1@comcast.net
Council, City
Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 12:53:01 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Please, please - I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and
closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto
Warm regards,
Andrea Stern
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Date:
Attachments:

6174616756@mms.att.net
Council, City
Thursday, July 29, 2021 8:35:48 AM
.msg

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
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Imran
Council, City
Mobile Application
Friday, July 30, 2021 9:32:17 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Hello city.council@cityofpaloalto.org,
I am Imran, Mobile App Developer from India.
Mobile App Development Services (Android, iPhone/iOS and iPad) at Affordable Rates.
We build all kinds of Apps for verticals like
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Education Apps
Events Apps
Food & Drink Delivery & Restaurants Apps
Logistics & Accessibility Apps
E-Commerce & M-Commerce Apps
Media & News Magazine Apps
Real Estate Apps
Taxi & Travel Apps
Business Apps (Billing, buying, booking, tracking, Finance)
Lifestyle Apps (Health & Fitness, Dating, Texting, Games, and Music) Etc...

I was wondering, if you might be interested in our service, I am sure you are. Please share your App’s idea,
requirement with us (which will remain confidential) so that we can suggest you a cost efficient solution.
Thanks & Regards
Imran
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To:
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Date:

Modular Technology
Council, City
Modular Technology Enters 25th Year with New Website
Thursday, July 29, 2021 6:00:58 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

To our valued clients:
Modular Technology and MyFacilityTeam have been joined under the Modular Technology
name. Since 1996, Modular Technology, has offered quality Commercial Furniture along with
Design and Project Management services. In 2008, Modular Technology introduced
MyFacilityTeam, which provides Facilities Management and Facilities Operations services
scheduled on a full and part-time basis.
As a Team, we would like to express our thanks to you for your past business with Modular
Technology or MyFacilityTeam and look forward to a continued business relationship through
Modular Technology. Please take a moment to visit our new website at
www.taskmodular.com or forward this email to the person in your organization responsible for
managing facilities costs. As always, we invite you to reach out to us with any comments or
inquiries.
Sincerely,
Terry Kissinger
General Manager - Owner

Modular Technology | 643 Bair Island Road, Suite 200A, Redwood City, CA 94063 (650) 3271700

Unsubscribe city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
Update Profile | Constant Contact Data Notice
Sent by tkissinger@taskmodular.com powered by

Try email marketing for free today!
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Aram James
Donna Wallach; Rebecca Eisenberg; chuck jagoda; Council, City; Tanaka, Greg; alisa mallari tu; alisa mallari tu;
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Planning Commission; ParkRec Commission; roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu; DuBois,
Tom; Human Relations Commission; GRP-City Council; city.council@menlopark.org; Pat Burt; Binder, Andrew;
Raj; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Greer Stone; Jay Boyarsky; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Jonsen, Robert; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Winter Dellenbach;
citycouncil@mountainview.gov; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; David Angel; Joe Simitian
NYTimes: We’re Ben and Jerry. Men of Ice Cream, Men of Principle.
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 10:25:32 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
FYI:
We’re Ben and Jerry. Men of Ice Cream, Men of Principle.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/28/opinion/ben-and-jerry-israel.html?referringSource=articleShare
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda MacKenzie
Council, City
PAPD Vaccination Rate
Thursday, July 29, 2021 7:11:39 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello City Council Members,
The PAPD has a 60% vaccination rate according to a recent article in Palo Alto Online. Our
firefighters have a 97.5% vaccination rate. What is wrong with our police? Who is coddling
our officers and allowing this to happen? It is becoming tiresome to indulge people's
"personal freedom" excuses to refuse vaccines when we are all paying the price. Mountain
View has an 88% vaccination rate among its police officers. It's time for the Palo Alto City
Council to act to make certain our police department is safeguarding the community it
serves.
Linda MacKenzie

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Alton
Council, City
Pick up of bulk items, appliances, etc for recycling
Monday, August 2, 2021 7:01:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members,
Greenwaste no longer picks up appliances and bulk items on request for
one time per resident per year. Now there are only two pre-scheduled
times per year that residents can have green waste pick up these items or
pay them $75+ to pick bulk items up. Consequently, if you don't want to
pay this extra fee you must store the items someplace until the prescheduled time. This is very inconvenient and makes for a trashy looking
Palo Alto to have all of these old appliances, mattresses, couches, etc.,
waiting around to be picked up. Please reinstate the one time per year
resident call in for bulk item pick up scheduling.
Thank You,
Larry Alton

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cbmuller1@gmail.com
Council, City
Please consider requiring PA employees to be vaccinated
Thursday, July 29, 2021 10:15:15 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council members,
The State of California, Santa Clara County, and many other employers are requiring
employees to be vaccinated, a policy recommended by health care experts locally and
nationally.
I write to encourage you to put in place such a policy for employees and contractors of the
City of Palo Alto (with the usual exemptions for documented medical exceptions, etc.) as soon
as possible. Such an action offers a simple and effective way to tamp down the epidemic
among us, and offers greater reassurance to those of us who need to interact with Palo Alto
employees and contractors.
It certainly seems to me that the City of Palo Alto should be in the vanguard of communities
leading the way in this respect, and frankly, I’m a bit surprised not to have read that you have
already taken such action. Surely, leaders of the City of Palo Alto are not anti-science, or
taken in by the plethora of fake news circulating.
Thank you,
Carol Muller
199 Heather Lane
Palo Alto, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Miller
Council, City
re: Its important..
Saturday, July 31, 2021 3:47:49 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Good day. Hope you're doing great today? Please write me back. I have a great business deal to discuss with you.
Thank you,
Frank

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Donna Wallach
Aram James
Rebecca Eisenberg; chuck jagoda; Council, City; Tanaka, Greg; alisa mallari tu; Palo Alto Free Press; Planning
Commission; ParkRec Commission; Roberta Ahlquist; DuBois, Tom; Human Relations Commission; GRP-City
Council; city.council@menlopark.org; Pat Burt; Binder, Andrew; Raj; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Greer Stone; Jay
Boyarsky; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Jonsen, Robert;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Winter Dellenbach; citycouncil@mountainview.gov;
mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; David Angel; Joe Simitian
Re: NYTimes: We’re Ben and Jerry. Men of Ice Cream, Men of Principle.
Thursday, July 29, 2021 3:06:29 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Greetings all,
The statement written by Ben and Jerry of Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream is the reason I have been
boycotting for over about a decade. Israel practices it's racist, Jewish Supremacist policies
within its own borders. Israel is not a democracy. Palestinian citizens of Israel do NOT have
equality or equity with Israeli Jews or with any Jews who come to visit Israel. Israel has
passed more than 30 laws to ensure that Palestinians with Israeli citizenship do not have
equality and equity with Jews.
Israel controls all the borders of the West Bank and Gaza and determines who can leave and
who can enter. Both the West Bank and Gaza are totally surrounded by Apartheid Walls. The
Apartheid Wall in the West Bank is often deep inside the Palestinian territory, i.e. land that
Israel has stolen from the Palestinians. Typically this is rich agricultural land. Palestinains are
denied their human and civil right to farm their land, tend to their flocks, go to school, go to
work, travel, visit family and friends. Gaza has been under a siege/blockade/collective
punishment since 2005 when Palestinians democratically elected Hamas as their government.
Ben and Jerry should be ashamed of themselves, saying that they are men of principle and that
they are proud supporters of Israel. Vermonters for Justice in Palestine have supplied them
with tons of information about the truth of what Israel does, how Palestininians are mistreated,
denied their human and civil rights, Israeli soldiers invading Palestinian villages in the middle
of the night breaking down doors, kidnapping children, interrogating them without the
presence of their parents or an attorney and forcing them to sign documents in Hebrew that
they cannot read or understand, torturing them, incarcerating them for months without
charges, etc. Israel bombs Gaza with impunity. There is no safe place in Gaza for Palestinians
to go when the bombs start dropping. Entire families have been murdered in cold blood. There
is no Palestinian Armed forces, they do not have planes, tanks, APCs, etc. It is their right to
pick up a gun and defend themselves when Israeli soldiers attack.
Israel is an Apartheid State. They commit War Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity and Crimes
Against Peace on a second-by-second basis. Our U.S. Congress supports these acts of
terrorism and finances them. Our tax money enables Israel to commit these crimes. Ben and
Jerry are fully aware of this. Shame on them!!!!!
If any of you could not open the link to the New York Times article, I pasted it below.
Respectfully
Donna Wallach

We’re Ben and Jerry. Men of Ice Cream, Men of Principle.
July 28, 2021

Credit...
Emmanuel Dunand/Agence France-Presse, via Getty Images

By Bennett Cohen and Jerry Greenfield
Mr. Cohen and Mr. Greenfield founded Ben & Jerry’s Homemade Holdings in 1978.
We are the founders of Ben & Jerry’s. We are also proud Jews. It’s part of who we are and how we’ve identified
ourselves for our whole lives. As our company began to expand internationally, Israel was one of our first overseas
markets. We were then, and remain today, supporters of the State of Israel.
But it’s possible to support Israel and oppose some of its policies, just as we’ve opposed policies of the U.S.
government. As such, we unequivocally support the decision of the company to end business in the occupied
territories, which a majority of the international community, including the United Nations, has deemed an illegal
occupation.
While we no longer have any operational control of the company we founded in 1978, we’re proud of its action and
believe it is on the right side of history. In our view, ending the sales of ice cream in the occupied territories is one
of the most important decisions the company has made in its 43-year history. It was especially brave of the
company. Even though it undoubtedly knew that the response would be swift and powerful, Ben & Jerry’s took the
step to align its business and operations with its progressive values.
That we support the company’s decision is not a contradiction nor is it anti-Semitic. In fact, we believe this act can
and should be seen as advancing the concepts of justice and human rights, core tenets of Judaism.
Ben & Jerry’s is a company that advocates peace. It has long called on Congress to reduce the U.S. military
budget. Ben & Jerry’s opposed the Persian Gulf war of 1991. But it wasn’t just talk. One of our very first socialmission initiatives, in 1988, was to introduce the Peace Pop. It was part of an effort to promote the idea of
redirecting 1 percent of national defense budgets around the world to fund peace-promoting activities. We see the
company’s recent action as part of a similar trajectory — not as anti-Israel, but as part of a long history of being
pro-peace.
In its statement, the company drew a contrast between the democratic territory of Israel and the territories Israel
occupies. The decision to halt sales outside Israel’s democratic borders is not a boycott of Israel. The Ben &
Jerry’s statement did not endorse the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement.
The company’s stated decision to more fully align its operations with its values is not a rejection of Israel. It is a
rejection of Israeli policy, which perpetuates an illegal occupation that is a barrier to peace and violates the basic
human rights of the Palestinian people who live under the occupation. As Jewish supporters of the State of Israel,
we fundamentally reject the notion that it is anti-Semitic to question the policies of the State of Israel.
When we left the helm of the company, we signed a unique governance structure in the acquisition agreement
with Unilever back in 2000. That structure is the magic behind both Ben & Jerry’s continued independence and its
success. As part of the agreement, the company retained an independent board of directors with a responsibility to
protect the company’s essential brand integrity and to pursue its social mission.

On Wed, Jul 28, 2021 at 10:25 PM Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com> wrote:
FYI:
We’re Ben and Jerry. Men of Ice Cream, Men of Principle.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/28/opinion/ben-and-jerry-israel.html?
referringSource=articleShare
Sent from my iPhone
-"Nobody in the world, nobody in history, has ever gotten their freedom by appealing to the
moral sense of the people who were oppressing them."
Assata Shakur
2 books you must read:
"Against Our Better Judgement: The hidden history of how the U.S. was used to create
Israel" by Alison Weir

http://www.againstourbetterjudgment.com/

"State of Terror: How Terrorism Created Modern Israel" by Thomas Suarez
http://thomassuarez.com/SoT.html
Free Palestine!
Right of Return to Palestine for all Palestinians!

Free all political prisoners!
Leonard Peltier
www.WhoIsLeonardPeltier.info
Mumia Abu-Jamal
  www.FreeMumia.com
Ruchell Cinque Magee
  http://denverabc.wordpress.com/prisoners-dabc-supports/political-prisonersdatabase/ruchell-cinque-magee/
Russell Maroon Shoatz   https://russellmaroonshoats.wordpress.com/
Mutulu Shakur                 http://mutulushakur.com/site/
Julian Assange
  https://assangedefense.org
The Holy Land Five:

       Shukri Abu Baker
       Ghassan Elashi
       Mufid Abdulqader
       Abdulrahman Odeh
       Mohammad Elmezain

https://www.mintpressnews.com/the-trial-and-conviction-of-the-holy-land-foundation-five/237440/
and thousands more
End Solitary Confinement
https://prisonerhungerstrikesolidarity.wordpress.com

California Prison Focus          http://newest.prisons.org/our_story

End United $tates of Amerikkka invasions and occupations
U.S. Government and UN Occupation Force Soldiers - Hands off Haiti!
http://www.haitisolidarity.net/
Donna Wallach
DonnaIsAnActivist@gmail.com
Skype: palestinewillbe
Twitter: @PalestineWillBe
(cell) 408-569-6608

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark weiss
Shikada, Ed; Council, City; Cherrill Spencer; Rebecca Eisenberg; Aram James; Roberta Ahlquist; Winter
Dellenbach; Alison Cormack; David Moss; Becky Sanders; Lenny Siegel; leohochberg@gmail.com; William Riggs;
Drekmeier, Peter
Re: Tech vs WTF
Monday, August 2, 2021 10:40:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.




Even as 609,000 Americans have died and the Delta variant surges, as
corporate bankruptcies hit a peak for the decade, as restaurants, airlines, gyms,
conferences, museums, department stores, hotels, movie theaters and
amusement parks shut down and as millions of workers found themselves
unemployed, the tech industry flourished.
The combined stock market valuation of Apple, Alphabet, Nvidia,
Tesla, Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook increased by about 70 percent to more
than $10 trillion. That is roughly the size of the entire U.S. stock market in
2002. Apple alone has enough cash in its coffers to give $600 to every person in
the United States. And in the next week, the big tech companies are expected to
report earnings that will eclipse all previous windfalls.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/23/technology/silicon-valleys-pandemicprofits.html?searchResultPosition=2
Silicon Valley, still the world headquarters for tech start-ups, has never seen so
much loot. More Valley companies went public in 2020 than in 2019, and they
raised twice as much money when they did. Forbes calculates there are now 365
billionaires whose fortunes derive from tech, up from 241 before the virus.
So the Times writer is saying that although we have laid off people I worked with
to produce public events at Mitchell Park and the Art Center, there are 120 new
tech billionaires (in Palo Alto and elsewhere). Personally I recall meeting three
of Palo Alto’s seven billionaires, plus a guy from my college class who owned 30
percent of my older brother’s company.
I always say government is a we not a they, We The People, but it’s possible that
the tech billionaires are as different from our society as we were relative to the
Ohlone in 1769. (And the Weekly called me “The Agitator” when I raised these
types of questions running for public office, and currently bans me from their
comment board).
Redress of grievance/
Red badge of courage/
Reddit
Read ‘em and weep
Ready player one
We are one
But they are $10 trillion…
Mbw

Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 2, 2021, at 7:27 PM, mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com> wrote:



I f you read these pages avidly, this might sound redundant, or too familiar, but it
bears repeating that, as Palo Alto lays off library and some staff members, and
technicians who might work evening events at the Palo Alto Art Center,
companies that do, or, did business here, and their landlords, make increasing
amounts of money.
David Streitfeld in The New York Times last week reports that combined the
stock market value of Apple, alphabet Google, Nvidia, Tesla, Microsoft, Amazon
and Facebook increased by 70% to more than $10 trillion. During Covid, that is.
And what do we tax these people, most of whom work here?
So I was chatting with the nice public safety Officer at Uni and Florence*, and
thanking him for his service, but he said Apple picks up his tab.
In this type of democracy with this type of capitalism when we do business with
these corporations we are more likely subsidizing them.
Or as Milton once said (not Friedman): The Serpent me beguiled/ and I did eat.
Mark Weiss
*the UFO?
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/27/technology/alphabet-google-q2earnings.html?searchResultPosition=1

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Joe Simitian; Greer Stone; Tanaka, Greg; Council, City; Planning Commission; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Rebecca
Eisenberg; chuck jagoda; GRP-City Council; Jay Boyarsky; alisa mallari tu; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Human
Relations Commission; city.council@menlopark.org; roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu;
wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org
Riots Shatter Veneer of Coexistence in Israel’s Mixed Towns —sorry I didn’t send the link to the piece -here it is
Monday, August 2, 2021 9:59:17 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/01/world/middleeast/israel-arabs-jews-palestinians-riots.amp.html
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Joe Simitian; Greer Stone; Planning Commission; Council, City; ParkRec Commission; roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu;
wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Human Relations Commission; DuBois, Tom; alisa mallari tu; Cormack,
Alison; Rebecca Eisenberg; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash;
city.council@menlopark.org; Jeff Moore; chuck jagoda; GRP-City Council; Jay Boyarsky; Winter Dellenbach; Raj;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org
Riots Shattered illusion of Coexistence in Israel: Today’s New York Times August 2 -2021 — excellent piece !!!
Monday, August 2, 2021 9:38:17 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Joe Simitian; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Jeff Moore; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Greer Stone;
Council, City; Perron, Zachary; Tony Dixon; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Winter Dellenbach;
michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; james pitkin; David Angel; Raj Jayadev;
Tanaka, Greg; chuck jagoda; city.council@menlopark.org; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org;
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Planning Commission; Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash; Human Relations Commission;
roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu; GRP-City Council; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Rebecca Eisenberg; ParkRec
Commission; DuBois, Tom; alisa mallari tu; Cormack, Alison
Silicon Valley De-Bug | James and Konda: The Time Has Come for a robust police crimes unit in every DA’s office
in America (
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 2:55:34 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
FYI: From the archives of Aram James(
Aug 20, 2020
https://www.siliconvalleydebug.org/stories/james-and-konda-the-time-has-come-for-a-police-crimes-unit
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Yahoo Mail.®
Honky
Michael Ryan; Jack & Barbara Connors; coderevival@yahoo.ca; F Cosmas; BBC ONLY; Chris L. Spiess; Nancy
Clancy; clmacgil@ucalgary.ca; cotingas@hotmail.com; "Claire"; Council, City; NICOLE; ckerwick1@yahoo.com;
MARGO COLEMAN; FRANK SOOS; cldodson07@yahoo.com; Cort Greene; LinkedIn; BRIAN HALL;
contactsellis@gmail.com; connor_hart@comcast.net; Don Fredrick; corky4president2002@gmail.com;
coglitor@unive.it; codepinkorlando@gmail.com; Carlos Jr Rodriguez; cl_madison@hotmail.com; BBC ONLY; BBC
ONLY; companeras1994@yahoo.com; BRIAN WILLIAM HALL; commanderlopez@gmail.com;
cmchinn2005@hotmail.com; CommSocial; Amy Atkinson; ajwalker86@hotmail.co.uk;
a7la_marmoor@hotmail.com; 911grassroots@gmail.com; adam.alex.c@gmail.com; acgravity@gmail.com; Amilie;
Annie Bunting; ALDEE FILLEY; Adam; Adam Fligsten; BAYYENAH ABOUL-AZIZ; Rich Schultz;
alandberta@gmail.com; adam johnson; Alan Watt; 911readingroom@gmail.com; aahoover@comcast.net;
911research.com@gmail.com; Ajene Washington; abolishtaxes@gmail.com; ALAIN CARPENTER;
911review.com@gmail.com; agallop@hotmail.com; abenelson@hotmail.com; Anne Johnson;
911truthwatertown@gmail.com; Amy de Miceli Ellie; 1800capone@gmail.com; emilia a;
911truthfarmer@gmail.com; 60m@cbsnews.com; "A. Caballero"; 4galsandi@comcast.net; Lee Chin; Jason Robo;
steve J. Williams; alan_b.stard.m.p@westnet.com.au; A.Kafouri; Adam Parrott; "butlincat"; a_verias@yahoo.com;
Jeffrey Albright; "Arthur Cristian"; adam_boulden20@yahoo.com; 2smileylee@gmail.com; Anita Barth; "Choong
Kiat Yian"; alan cranford; 911tap@gmail.com; 2byrnes@bellsouth.net; animistpagan01@yahoo.com;
amrita.mehta2020@gmail.com; amy.melodiarecords@gmail.com; Ali Giberson; ANNIE BASILE; amrita@sonic.net;
am_bashar@hotmail.com; alibrera@gmail.com; andreisghost@att.net; anash3@msn.com; Aco Sokolovski;
alexandra.bruce18@gmail.com; Victor; alstonp@juris.law.nyu.edu; alexandercopp@gmail.com;
andrebwill@comcast.net; Joanne Thelma; Ani Sokol - Timisoara -- yahoo.com; Hamza;
alexander_serge@yahoo.com; anitastewart@gmail.com; alexisrysdeck@yahoo.com;
amanda.frudakis@gmail.com; amnesty@amnesty.dk; alia robinson; allenfl_2000@yahoo.com;
alexcopp@gmail.com; amydemiceli@gmail.com; alexisdiaz9@gmail.com; Tarek Alhawas; Natural Resources
Defense Fund; alien_monkey101@hotmail.com; americanvoiceradio@yahoo.com; Angie Jorgensen; Anna Anders;
aliyel@hotmail.com; ALEX PURDY; Ali Mallah; ameerat-alward2007@hotmail.com; alsawy@hotmail.com; Angela
Schradin; allanrees@noliesradio.org; alejandroarguelles@hotmail.com; amlacc@yahoo.com; angel@ntef-usa.org;
alpizel@hotmail.com; americanoperdido@gmail.com; aliened123@yahoo.com; amirbc1@hotmail.com; Angela
Jack; aldyaa111@hotmail.com; Amy Smith; Valerie Aumack; alvez_vanessa@yahoo.com;
alexjames02@gmail.com; andrew lachance; aleta35; Allie Leatherman
TAP Survey Fundraiser is LIVE!
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 11:26:15 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hey Everyone,
https://www.classy.org/campaign/Truth-Action-Project-Nationally-Representative-Survey-of-AmericansRegarding-9-11-Truth-Issues/c350770 <== please check out this link and share it far and wide via social
media. This is the new classy.org TAP capital campaign for the survey you’ve been hearing about for the
past several months. If you have already pledged to be a part of the project, this is your opportunity to
donate - the donations will all go through TAP and are therefore tax-exempt.
Thanks again to everyone who has worked on this project.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark weiss
Shikada, Ed; Council, City; Cherrill Spencer; Rebecca Eisenberg; Aram James; Roberta Ahlquist; Winter
Dellenbach; Alison Cormack; David Moss; Becky Sanders; Lenny Siegel; leohochberg@gmail.com; William Riggs;
Drekmeier, Peter
Tech vs WTF
Monday, August 2, 2021 7:27:53 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.



If you read these pages avidly, this might sound redundant, or too familiar, but it bears
repeating that, as Palo Alto lays off library and some staff members, and technicians who
might work evening events at the Palo Alto Art Center, companies that do, or, did business
here, and their landlords, make increasing amounts of money.
David Streitfeld in The New York Times last week reports that combined the stock market
value of Apple, alphabet Google, Nvidia, Tesla, Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook increased
by 70% to more than $10 trillion. During Covid, that is.
And what do we tax these people, most of whom work here?
So I was chatting with the nice public safety Officer at Uni and Florence*, and thanking him
for his service, but he said Apple picks up his tab.
In this type of democracy with this type of capitalism when we do business with these
corporations we are more likely subsidizing them.
Or as Milton once said (not Friedman): The Serpent me beguiled/ and I did eat.
Mark Weiss
*the UFO?
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/27/technology/alphabet-google-q2-earnings.html?
searchResultPosition=1

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Tony Dixon; Jonsen, Robert; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org;
wintergery@earthlink.net; Binder, Andrew; james pitkin; citycouncil@mountainview.gov;
mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; chuck jagoda; Binder, Andrew; Perron, Zachary;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Council, City; David Angel; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky; Greer Stone;
Raj; Tanaka, Greg; City Mgr
They just keep coming
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 7:17:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
FYI: another trump fan -a former state senator candidate arrested for alleged behavior on Jan 6 —gotta love this guy
too…just delete the S- - T!!!!
https://news.yahoo.com/amphtml/ex-york-senate-candidate-charged-200500235.html
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

City of Palo Alto
Council, City
This email box is not monitored.
Friday, July 30, 2021 12:28:51 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

This email address cannot receive messages and is not monitored. If you would like to send a reply
or contact the City of Palo Alto, please email news@cityofpaloalto.org.
Thank you,
City of Palo Alto

The City has a variety of e-news topics that may be of interest to you. Join other
e-news topics, update your subscriptions, modify your password or e-mail
address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences
Page. You will need to use your e-mail address to log in. If you have questions
or problems with the subscription service, please contact
subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.
This service is provided to you at no charge by the City of Palo Alto.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Poulton
Council, City
Time to vaccinate city employees
Thursday, July 29, 2021 6:44:02 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
It’s shocking that the Palo Alto Police are only 60% vaccinated. This is not protecting the public!
It’s time for the City Council to mandate vaccinations and masks for all city employees. There’s no excuse for
letting more people and businesses die due to inaction.
Ken Poulton
(Sent from Ken's iPhone)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

KT Burns
Council, City
Top Air Quality Concerns to Track Today
Monday, August 2, 2021 3:35:43 PM
UBICQUIA UbiSmart Air Quality Sensor v7.19.21.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members,
Tracking air quality in areas where vulnerable residents are most affected is top priority for any city.
Providing advanced air quality notifications during the up-coming fire season is no longer a “nice to
have” scenario, it’s a responsibility that is now can be classified as a disaster preparedness initiative.
The UbiSmart AQM+ Air Quality Sensor can provide real-time air and noise information to ensure
compliance with city regulations.
UbiSmart AQM+ provides an Air Quality Index including Ozone, NO2, SO2, CO, temperature,
pressure, and humidity. The device can be deployed in minutes, is barely visible, and interfaces
directly with the UbiCell smart lighting controller.
It’s an easy integration with city websites using specific API for better data access. Alerts can even
be pre-set for better air quality management. This low cost device will provide all the necessary data
for both staff and residents in real-time.
   
I’m sure there are many questions that come to mind. Can we schedule a quick demo to discuss how
these devices can be funded and deployed in strategic areas to benefit your city? Please let me
know a good time to connect.
Thank you for your time.
KT Burns
Area Sales Manager


m: (714) 981-0849
ktburns@ubicquia.com www.ubicquia.com
Ubicquia | simply connected simply smart

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aram James
chuck jagoda; Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash; Jeff Moore; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; city.council@menlopark.org;
Greer Stone; Planning Commission; Tony Dixon; GRP-City Council; Jay Boyarsky; Human Relations Commission;
roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu; DuBois, Tom; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Council, City
Two Colorado officers charged after brutal arrest caught on body cams - YouTube
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 1:29:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.



FYI: you gotta love these cops!!! Not
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2IMl4HnHzs&pp=sAQA
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

atkinsonkim@pacbell.net
Council, City
We should screen our trash cans from view of the street
Thursday, July 29, 2021 4:31:42 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

To the Palo Alto City Council,
    Why, in this beautiful city, is there no ordinance or guideline asking residential property
owners
to screen their garbage cans from street view ?
    Of course cans are pulled out for weekly garbage pick-up, and may stay out for a period of
time
before and after pick-up,    but once they are pulled back in, off the curb, they should not be
visible to passersby.
   When we bought our family home on Middlefield Road (near Walter Hays school) 28 years
ago, our neighbors across the
street owned the home they lived in. They always pulled their garbage cans behind a gate to
conceal them. They cared about
what their property looked like.     We, too, put time into maintaining our property’s
appearance.    This benefits everyone.
   Now that the property across the street from us is owned by a landlord who does not live
there, garbage cans are left out
on the driveway by renters.
  Reaching out to the rental agency about this problem has resulted in zero action. The cans
are still out there, in direct view
of our dining room, living room, and front entry.
   This is unsightly, and it devalues our property.     It also downgrades the neighborhood.    It
looks literally trashy.
   It is requested that the City Council take up for discussion the creation of a trash can
screening ordinance.
   Whether properties are lived in by their owners, or [increasingly] are rented out by
landlords, pride of appearance
matters to most residents of this green, parklike, beautiful city of Palo Alto.

   What can you do about this ?
Thank you,
Kim Atkinson and family
   1753 Middlefield Road
    Palo Alto 94301
  
       

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Aram James
Jonsen, Robert; Perron, Zachary; Binder, Andrew; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Jeff Rosen; wintergery@earthlink.net; Jay Boyarsky; Jeff Moore;
mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; David Angel; Tony Dixon; Council, City;
citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Raj; Tanaka, Greg; Greer Stone; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; chuck jagoda;
city.council@menlopark.org; Cecilia Taylor; Donald Mendoza; Planning Commission;
paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Betsy Nash; Shikada, Ed; GRP-City Council; Human Relations Commission; DuBois,
Tom; roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu; ParkRec Commission; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com
You really gotta love this x cop -are you kidding me is this an example of cop we are hiring to protect us?
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 9:27:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2021/07/02/thomas-robertson-cop-arsenal-weapons-capitolriot/?
outputType=amp
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Holly Pearson
Council, City
Gollinger, Peter; Martineau, Catherine
Policy & Services Committee 8/10/2021 agenda re: Municipal Code Title 8 (Trees and Vegetation)
Monday, August 2, 2021 10:46:54 AM
Canopy"s comments on Title 8_08-02-21 - Google Docs.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members Kou (Chair), Stone, and Tanaka,
Please find attached Canopy's letter on the proposed update to Palo Alto's Tree
Protection Ordinance. Thank you very much for your attention to this important
matter.
Best regards,
Holly L. Pearson
Canopy Board Member

COUNCIL MEETING
8/9/21
✔

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Received Before Meeting
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David Bergen
Council, City
In Support of UUCPA’s Safe Parking Application
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 8:53:58 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

To the Palo Alto City Council:
As members of Congregation Etz Chayim, a Palo Alto faith community, we strongly urge the
council to support the Safe Parking Program permit for the Unitarian Universalist Church of
Palo Alto, following the recommendation of city staff.
This program will help ensure the safety of all residents and address the homeless crisis in our
city. We strongly urge you to support UUCPA since they are following a proven methodology,
and using a proven service provider, with a track record of operating safe parking programs
and helping get people into homes. Getting vulnerable people housed keeps them from
sleeping on our street or in our parks which makes our entire community safer, cleaner, and
healthier.
This program’s intake policy is modeled after the Santa Barbara safe parking program that has
been successfully operating for 15 years. Palo Alto should support this evidence-based
initiative that is an ethical and effective means of supporting vulnerable citizens.
Sincerely,
Housing Impact Team, Congregation Etz Chayim
David Bergen
Lisa Jicha
Natalie Elefant
Stephen Branz
Emily Young
Lisa Ratner
Jim Fox

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Young
Council, City
In Support of UUCPA’s Safe Parking Application
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 9:53:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Date: August 3, 2021
Dear Mayor DuBois, Vice-Mayor Burt, and Councilmembers,
I am a citizen of Palo Alto and a member of the congregation of Etz Chayim of Palo Alto. I
am writing to support the Unitarian Universalist Church of Palo Alto’s permit application to
start a safe parking program. The program will help ensure the safety of all residents and
address the homeless crisis in our city. I strongly urge you to support UUCPA since they are
following a proven methodology that has a strong local and national track record in helping
people transition to permanent housing. Getting vulnerable people housed keeps them from
sleeping on our streets or in our parks which makes our entire community safer, cleaner, and
healthier.
We have known several longtime working residents of Palo Alto who lost their housing and
had to live on the streets in their vehicles. Finding a safe and secure place for our residents to
park should always be an important ethical concern to the Palo Alto community.
Sincerely,
Emily Young and Steve Branz
402 El Verano Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94306

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Guinta
Council, City
Please Deny the Appeal of the UUCPA Safe Parking permit
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 11:04:54 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members,
The housing crisis has been exacerbated by the high cost of housing in the economically
privileged neighborhoods in Silicon Valley and the pandemic. Many employed people as well
as unemployed people are now forced to live in their cars.
I applaud the City of Palo Alto and Move MV and the local houses of worship for their
partnership in the Safe Parking program. The program is safe and well- run and highlights
what is best about community, compassion and care for each other. The city council has
encouraged local houses of worship to participate in a Safe Parking Program. The UnitarianUniversalist Church of Palo Alto application meets all the criteria for a successful and safe
program. The people who will be able to sleep safely at UUPCA will have an important
burden removed from their lives and with the social services provided by MoveMV, they will
be one important step closer to housing and all of the benefits that come from being housed.
Ironically, those at Stevenson House who object to the UUCPA Safe Parking permit enjoy
these benefits due to the compassion and generosity that permits subsidized housing for them.
The City should not allow this appeal to deny much lesser but still precious benefits to those in
critical need.
I am writing as a member and former Junior Warden of the St. Mark’s Episcopal Church
congregation and one of the church coordinators for the Hotel De Zink rotating shelter that has
been running at churches in Palo Alto for decades. I know our unhoused guests in that
program well. I am also a former 29 year resident of Palo Alto (1990-2019). I believe we
should all respect the inherent dignity of every person and as a person of faith, I believe we are
called to recognize each person as an equally beloved child of God.
We need more houses of worship, not fewer, to participate in the Safe Parking program. Please
allow the good people at UUCPA to fulfill their obligations to our community in this safe and
compassionate manner. Please deny the Appeal of their Permit.
Sincerely yours,
Diane Guinta
-Diane Guinta
diane.guinta@gmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen
Council, City
Mary Beth Train
Please deny the appeal to the Safe Parking permit for the UUCPA
Monday, August 2, 2021 10:50:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Hi,

Local economic conditions have led to too many local people having to live in
their cars. The city council has encouraged local churches to participate in a Safe
Parking Program. My understanding is that the Unitarian-Universalist Church of Palo
Alto is partnering with a local non-profit Move MV which has a strong track record
running other Safe Parking programs in the area. They will take on all day-to-day
aspects of running the program including ensuring clients have caseworkers, connect
clients to services, and will coordinate with the county and city. They will also handle
all client intake and screening to ensure clients are well-positioned to use safe
parking as means to a better life. They also have a preference for people from the
local area.
Move MV is managing several other similar programs for churches in Mountain View
and Palo Alto, including the Highway Community Church, with great success. I see no
need to change their protocols which have been so successful so far. A strict
background check would delay participation in the program for 6-8 weeks and
discriminate against undocumented workers.
We need more churches to participate in the Safe Parking program. This program will
help only four families. We need more Safe Parking programs, not less. Please don't
require unnecessary bureaucratic procedures. These programs work. To my
knowledge, there have been no security issues or serious complaints about existing
programs such as the one at the Highway Community Church in Palo Alto.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
Please deny the appeal.
Kathleen M Goldfein
Palo Alto resident since 1989

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Beth Train
Council, City
Please deny the appeal to the Safe Parking permit for the UUCPA
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 3:28:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Please approve the staff recommendation to deny the appeal by Stevenson House to require
background checks for applicants to the Safe Parking Program participation on the parking
lot of the UUCPA church next door to Stevenson House. Because background checks take 6
to 8 months to complete, that requirement effectively shuts down the program for the
entire city of Palo Alto.
The Safe Parking Program is operated by Move MV, with a proven track record. In addition
to their application form, applicants must verify that they have a current drivers license and
car registration. That alone requires a degree of self-organization that demonstrates that
the applicant can handle the business end of life. Baddies avoid that kind of scrutiny and
don’t apply.
Furthermore, there is a case worker that takes roll for the lot, ensuring that the assigned
residents arrive and leave at the assigned times. In addition, the case worker and the
program enable the participants to find ways out of homelessness, and help them avoid
expensive emergency services, such as the ER, by timely intervention.   The Safe Parking
program is but a small, but important step, in ameliorating the housing crisis.
Stevenson House sits on land donated by UUCPA https://stevensonhouse.org/about/history/ I find it ironic that its board wants to prevent
people, who at another time in the life journey could qualify for Stevenson House, from
having a safe shelter.
Mary Beth Train
Resident since 1972 and homeowner
Mary Beth Train - Home office phone 650-324-7346 *voice only, not text*
-mbt3305@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Kennedy
Council, City
Support for UUCPA"s permit application
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 12:36:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

As a lifelong resident of Palo Alto, I am writing to support the UUCPA’s permit application
to start a safe parking program. The program will help ensure the safety of all residents and
address the homeless crisis in our city. I strongly urge you to support the UUCPA since
they are following a proven methodology that has a strong local and national track record in
helping people into homes. Getting vulnerable people housed keeps them from sleeping on
our streets or in our parks which makes our entire community safer, cleaner, and healthier.
Palo Alto has a history of caring for those in need. UUCPA's permit application will continue this
important tradition. Your support is necessary.

Sincerely,
Maureen Kennedy
Palo Alto also passed a Safe Parking Pilot Ordinance which allows for overnight for households
dwelling in vehicles. The program allows for congregations to apply for a permit for up to 4 vehicles
per congregation. The program includes access to restrooms, showers, connection to services. To date:
1 permit approved; 1 permit tentatively approved and under appeal; 2 permits in review. The City also
has a safe parking program on Geng Road that is run by Santa Clara County. It serves up to 12 vehicles.

COUNCIL MEETING
08/09/21
✔
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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David Stephens
Council, City
Bikeway
Friday, July 30, 2021 4:50:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________
My concern is that the reduction of parking on E Meadow between Middlefield and Alma will have the same
problems that citizens are worried about from Middlefield to Louis Rd, even all the way to Fabian.
This bikeway that has been brought forward as being helpful to biking and car traffic is as bad as the bikeway
modification to Ross Road, which is a huge failure.   The round-a-bout (circle) should be fixed before making more
failures.
Just cancel the whole project return the money.
David Stephens

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Scott O"Neil
Council, City
Roger Pai; Planning Commission
Feedback on South Palo Alto Bikeways Project
Sunday, August 1, 2021 3:43:19 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,

We are both Palo Alto homeowners, residents, and board members for the Vantage
of Palo Alto Homeowner's Association. We do not speak for the Board, but know the
community and HOA operations well. We are also experienced cyclists. When we
began discussing this project we were on opposite sides of the issue, but in our
discussions we were able to come around to this shared position on it.
Vantage is a 76-unit townhome-style community at the intersection of East Meadow
and Meadow Circle. Of the two multifamily developments there, we are the one that
borders East Meadow on both sides. Due to the moderate density in this area, street
parking is highly utilized. Probably moreso than anywhere else in the project area,
notwithstanding only transient peak cases such as school pickup and dropoff in the
Mitchell Park area. Vantage is arguably the community most impacted by parking
losses due to this project.
Nevertheless, we support the project, for several reasons. First of all, the parking
situation, while worse here than elsewhere, is quite good. Each of our floorplans
includes two parking spaces. In addition, we have 28 on-site guest parking spaces.
This such an over-abundance of on-site parking that it creates challenges around
management. It is difficult to simply ban non-guest use because it would leave
parking shamefully underutilized to nobody's benefit, yet security vendors struggle to
implement nuanced policies that allow limited resident use.
Why, if we have so much parking, is the curb so crowded? One answer is that curb
parking is free and abundant, so why wouldn't people be using it? But moreover,
while Vantage may be most impacted in a relative sense, that doesn't mean that it will
be heavily impacted in an absolute sense. The curb is only heavily parked directly in
front of the complex, where parking is most convenient. Move down East Meadow
toward Louis, or in either direction on Meadow Circle, and one quickly finds many
curb spaces. If we lose half our curb parking, we will find more very close. The
abundance of onsite parking means that all our residents not willing to walk any
farther will have alternate on-site options available.
Also, the current curb situation reflects both extensive 24-hour parking due to the
Covid crisis keeping people home, and the temporary allocation of eight of our on-site
spaces (29%) to construction-related use. Resuming full availability of onsite parking
at our complex when repairs complete should offset around half the parking losses.
The parking concerns are minor, but do exist, so we must also look at the merits off

the project. Simply put: we are thrilled that our city with an abundance of North/South
biking corridors is considering adding a much-needed East/West corridor. This
specific location couldn't be better: it will enhance safety travelling to a three amazing
schools that draw heavy bike ridership, and create safer access to the new Fabian
overpass and the abundant jobs at Facebook, Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Yahoo,
the North Bayshore office complexes in Sunnyvale, and the downtown area of
Mountain View that are all accessible via the Bay Trail. We are fortunate that such a
strategic corridor even exists for meeting so many diverse needs at once, and it
would be folly to pass on the opportunity to use grant money to fund developing it.
We have one concern about option 1 for the East Meadow segment. Including
bollards risks creating street cleaning issues that could result in debris hazards. If
debris are present in the lane that would offset safety benefits of the bollards. We are
not sure if the proposal accounts for this, and suggest that council would be wise to
inquire with staff and consultants on the question of how street cleaning would work
with bollards. If cleaning is addressed, then bollards are definitely safer.
Finally, we want to note that while the merits of this project are considerable, we think
the best option for bike safety is usually to block intersections to through vehicle
traffic. This sorts vehicle traffic into high-throughput areas, which keeps them out of
neighborhoods and avoids conflicts with bikes, children, and pedestrians. Palo Alto
has done this to great effect in several places and while we understand that this is not
the direction East Meadow is going in today, Council and the PTC would be wise to
keep his approach top-of-mind for considering future projects.
Thank you!
    -Scott O'Neil and Roger Pai

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dr. Gibbs
Council, City
Fwd: South Palo Alto Bikeways Update: New Segment 4 Alternative with No Parking Lane Removal
Monday, August 2, 2021 10:09:57 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear PA City Council,
We, as well as all of our neighbors on E. Meadow, support the following... E. Meadow Drive Segment 4
between Middlefield Road and E. Meadow Circle – Traffic calming and bicycle lane visibility
treatments, including travel lane width reduction from 11 to 10 feet and retaining both parking
lanes in this segment.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: R.Stayte <robert.stayte@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 30, 2021 at 7:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: South Palo Alto Bikeways Update: New Segment 4 Alternative with No Parking Lane
Removal
To: Patricia Gibbs Stayte <doc4soc@gmail.com>
Looks good...
Robert O. Stayte II
Begin forwarded message:
From: City of Palo Alto <cityofpaloalto@service.govdelivery.com>
Date: July 30, 2021 at 12:24:04 PM PDT
To: robert.stayte@gmail.com
Subject: South Palo Alto Bikeways Update: New Segment 4 Alternative with No
Parking Lane Removal
Reply-To: cityofpaloalto@service.govdelivery.com


Dear Palo Alto Community,
South Palo Alto Bikeways map

South Palo Alto Bikeways Project Segments on Fabian Way, the Waverley Path, and E.
Meadow Drive
On August 9, the Palo Alto City Council will consider moving forward with the South Palo Alto
Bikeways Project initial concept plan. This project upgrades bicycle lanes to buffered lanes
(with a wide striped area) or protected lanes (with a vertical barrier) where feasible so that

there is more separation between those on bikes and moving or parked cars.
Based on feedback from residents and the Planning and Transportation Commission (PTC),
the new recommendation in the Council staff report updates the concept plan regarding
Segment 4 on E. Meadow Drive east of Middlefield Road.
City staff are working with VTA to maintain grant funds for this bicycle lane upgrade project
while addressing community concerns around parking removal on Segment 4. City staff
believe they can be successful in modifying the grant requirements with VTA if there is
community support for traffic calming and bicycle lane visibility treatments on this
segment, including travel lane width reduction to 10 feet, green bike lane treatments at
intersections, mid-block bike lane stencils, and other feasible traffic calming treatments. The
parking lane reduction along Segment 4 is no longer proposed.
The full recommendation proposes improvements by segment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Waverely Multi-Use Path Alternative 2 - Widen towards either side of the path
Fabian Way – Protected bicycle lanes on both sides (requires travel lane reductions and
addition of center turn lane)
E. Meadow Drive Segment 1 between E. Meadow Circle and Fabian Way – Standard
bicycle lanes on both sides
E. Meadow Drive Segment 2 between Alma Street and Waverley Street –
Protected bicycle lanes on both sides (requires removal of one parking lane)
E. Meadow Drive Segment 3 between Waverley Street and Middlefield Road –
Protected bicycle lane on one side with buffered bicycle lane on the other
side (requires removal of one parking lane)
E. Meadow Drive Segment 4 between Middlefield Road and E. Meadow Circle –
Traffic calming and bicycle lane visibility treatments, including travel lane width
reduction from 11 to 10 feet and retaining both parking lanes in this segment.

As this project is still early in the design phase, additional treatments on all project
segments could be suggested by the public in upcoming community
engagement opportunities if Council moves the project forward on August 9.
If you would like to send comments to the City Council related to this project before
their August 9 meeting, please send them to city.council@cityofpaloalto.org. Project
details, including webinar presentations and videos, can be accessed on the project website.
Thank you,
Office of Transportation

The City has a variety of e-news topics that may be of interest to you. Join other
e-news topics, update your subscriptions, modify your password or e-mail
address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences
Page. You will need to use your e-mail address to log in. If you have questions

or problems with the subscription service, please contact
subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.
This service is provided to you at no charge by the City of Palo Alto.

This email was sent to robert.stayte@gmail.com using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of: City
of Palo Alto · 250 Hamilton Ave · Palo Alto, CA 94301 · 650-329-2100

-Stay safe and be well,
Patricia
Patricia Gibbs Stayte, Ph.D.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pennyellson12@gmail.com
Council, City
Item 12: South Palo Alto Bikeways
Monday, August 2, 2021 4:51:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Honorable Council Members,
Some comments and questions for tonight—Item 12: South Palo Alto Bikeways:
1). Please support staff’s recommendation to move the concept plans forward to the next phase,
including the new recommendations staff has made in response to the PTC’s and East Meadow
neighbors’ comments.
2). I’m glad the Waverley bike path will be repaired and brought up to current standards. Its
substandard width, cracked and uneven pavement, obstacles and handlebar-grabbing fence are
hazardous and inadequate to carry the volume of today’s commuters to JLS (70% in 2019 vs. 16% in
2000).
Question: How can engineers make the Waverley bike path connection to the busy East
Meadow/Waverley intersection more clear and safe in their design work? Currently, getting on
and off the path at East Meadow presents challenges for less experienced riders. Northbound
bicyclists spill from the path into the west side of the intersection, encouraging wrong way riding
through the busy intersection. During school commute time, a crossing guard controls an all-way
stop signal that manages this, but the rest of the day (after-school activity commutes and other
times) this is a problem area. Getting into and out of the path at E. Meadow is challenging from
some directions and needs design improvement to make it more clear to cyclists and drivers what to
do and what to expect.
3). E. Meadow Segment 4—PTC recommended a revised solution that “…omits or mitigates the
proposed loss of estimated 80 parking spaces…” Staff has offered a compromise solution in this
report in the form of bike lane visibility and traffic calming improvements. This compromise,
unfortunately, will leave the dooring hazard in place. I don’t argue against the compromise, but I ask
council members who care about student safety to please use this meeting as a teachable moment.
It’s important that the neighborhood drivers understand that choosing not to give up parking means
there won’t be room for bicyclists to avoid sudden door swinging open without unexpectedly taking
a lane. Please use this moment to teach drivers in the meeting about a simple habit that is taught
to all drivers in the Netherlands to help mitigate dooring hazard-- the “Dutch reach.” See
https://www.dutchreach.org/ Please ask the press to include this information in their news report
about the meeting. This is something adult drivers can do to make a difference for the safety of
bicyclists, especially young people who have less experience on the road. Publicly sharing this
information won’t eliminate the dooring hazard, but it will help.
4). At the PTC meeting, some residents stated that bike accidents on East Meadow are not a
problem, based on their anecdotal observations as neighbors. The TIMS 2015-2020 injury accident

data on page 19 does not support this. “ …there were 13 collisions involving bicycles and 3
collisions involving pedestrians along East Meadow Drive. Of these 16 collisions, there was 1
severely injured, 10 with visible injuries, and 5 with complaint of pain.” That amounts to slightly
more than 3 injury collisions/per year, an unacceptable number on a school commute route.
Note: TIMS data only counts reported injury accidents. TIMS does not count unreported crashes or
reported crashes where no one is injured. Whether or not cyclists are injured, the experience of
being hit is a deterrent to cycling for the victim and for anyone who else observes the incident.
5). Traffic, Speed and Parking Data—The most current data in these reports was collected during
Covid. Covid ADV data appears to be about 30-50% lower than normal, depending on the location
(which staff acknowledges in the report)—not useful for planning purposes. I suspect the parking
and speed data have similar problems related to much lower Covid traffic volumes overall. Many of
the facilities on these routes have been closed or underused during Covid. Good data informs good
design work. Replacing the Covid data to inform the next phase of planning work will be very
important.
6). Fabian Way Comments: I suspect the parking, traffic and speed studies are going to be very
illuminating for this route. Currently, bike counts on Fabian Way are pretty low because the route,
frankly, is truly awful for bikes. During more normal times Fabian Way feels dangerous to bicyclists—
even to me—and I am not afraid to bike in traffic. Speeds are high (though it’s posted 30mph, it
feels like a lot of the traffic moves closer to 35 or higher), the bike lanes are encroached on in many
locations by parked vehicles, so bicyclists frequently have to take a lane. The potential for dooring is
high because a number of the parked vehicles are trucks and vans with poor visibility into the cab.
This is a street that normal, non-pandemic-affected data will likely make clear is an excellent
candidate for a road diet and protected bike lanes.
Many hundreds of units of housing have been built in the Fabian Way area over the last twenty years
—so Fabian Way is now a school route and no traffic safety work has been done to this road yet.
Surveyed parents made clear that protected bike lanes would enable them to try biking to school.
Further, the new bike bridge (hurray!) will be much more useful with great connections to jobs and
housing in south Palo Alto. This segment work is overdue. This is an important project to optimize
usefulness of the bike bridge for regional bike commuters, and recreational walkers and bikers who
enjoy the bay trails.
Please support staff’s recommendations and move these concepts to the next phase of
development.
Thank you for your service and for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Penny Ellson

Virus-free. www.avg.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arthur Keller
Council, City
New Segment 4 Alternative with No Parking Lane Removal
Sunday, August 1, 2021 3:12:33 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Councilmembers,
I am entirely supportive on the changes to the South Palo Alto Bikeways, with New Segment
4 Alternative with No Parking Lane Removal.
Note that the portion from Louis Road to East Meadow Circle is full of street parking
precisely because the two multifamily developments on the corner are under parked. Please
ensure that future developments of multifamily developments adjacent to single family
neighborhoods are sufficiently parked on site.
Best regards,
Arthur Keller
  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Zhou
Council, City
Objection to east meadows bikeway
Sunday, August 1, 2021 9:07:59 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

City council,
We had wasted so much time and money about turnabout on Ross. Please stop this another
waste of tax payer money. We have more important and urgent matter for city to address eg
public safety.
Thanks
David

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PJ Balin-Watkins
Council, City
Please continue adding protection bike lanes in south Palo Alto
Friday, July 30, 2021 12:32:44 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I live on Ross rd. Protection on bikes for meadow is really important. Please do not let car
park concerns delay this project further.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon Rose
Council, City
Safer Bike Route Proposed for Fabian Way and Charleston Area
Friday, July 30, 2021 2:45:16 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
Dear City Council Members,
Thank you for all the work you do on behalf of our city.
A quick note today to urge you to fully support the bicycle routes being proposed for Fabian Way and
Charleston. I understand that some neighbors are opposed to removing a few parking spaces on the
proposed routes, but I believe that children riding their bikes to school, to the park and to the library
deserve the safest routes we can provide. There is a lot of congestion in this area -- I ride through it
occasionally. It is dangerous even for an adult experienced rider such as myself. I believe with all my
heart that we are obligated to provide safer bicycle routes in Palo Alto, at any expense to protect our
children, adults and elders. The neighbors will adjust to the loss of a few parking spaces, just as we all
have had to adjust as the world around us changes.
In addition, making biking safer is one realistic opportunity to combat climate change. When routes
become safer, more residents will choose to ride.
Sincerely,
Shannon Rose McEntee
410 Sheridan Avenue
Palo Alto

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

City of Palo Alto
Council, City
South Palo Alto Bikeways Update: New Segment 4 Alternative with No Parking Lane Removal
Friday, July 30, 2021 12:24:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto Community,
South Palo Alto Bikeways map

South Palo Alto Bikeways Project Segments on Fabian Way, the Waverley Path, and E. Meadow
Drive
On August 9, the Palo Alto City Council will consider moving forward with the South Palo Alto
Bikeways Project initial concept plan. This project upgrades bicycle lanes to buffered lanes (with a
wide striped area) or protected lanes (with a vertical barrier) where feasible so that there is more
separation between those on bikes and moving or parked cars.
Based on feedback from residents and the Planning and Transportation Commission (PTC), the new
recommendation in the Council staff report updates the concept plan regarding Segment 4 on E.
Meadow Drive east of Middlefield Road.
City staff are working with VTA to maintain grant funds for this bicycle lane upgrade project while
addressing community concerns around parking removal on Segment 4. City staff believe they can
be successful in modifying the grant requirements with VTA if there is community support for traffic
calming and bicycle lane visibility treatments on this segment, including travel lane width reduction
to 10 feet, green bike lane treatments at intersections, mid-block bike lane stencils, and other
feasible traffic calming treatments. The parking lane reduction along Segment 4 is no longer
proposed.
The full recommendation proposes improvements by segment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Waverely Multi-Use Path Alternative 2 - Widen towards either side of the path
Fabian Way – Protected bicycle lanes on both sides (requires travel lane reductions and
addition of center turn lane)
E. Meadow Drive Segment 1 between E. Meadow Circle and Fabian Way – Standard bicycle
lanes on both sides
E. Meadow Drive Segment 2 between Alma Street and Waverley Street – Protected bicycle
lanes on both sides (requires removal of one parking lane)
E. Meadow Drive Segment 3 between Waverley Street and Middlefield Road – Protected

6.

bicycle lane on one side with buffered bicycle lane on the other side (requires removal of one
parking lane)
E. Meadow Drive Segment 4 between Middlefield Road and E. Meadow Circle – Traffic
calming and bicycle lane visibility treatments, including travel lane width reduction from
11 to 10 feet and retaining both parking lanes in this segment.

As this project is still early in the design phase, additional treatments on all project segments could
be suggested by the public in upcoming community engagement opportunities if Council moves the
project forward on August 9.
If you would like to send comments to the City Council related to this project before their August 9
meeting, please send them to city.council@cityofpaloalto.org. Project details, including webinar
presentations and videos, can be accessed on the project website.
Thank you,
Office of Transportation

The City has a variety of e-news topics that may be of interest to you. Join other
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This service is provided to you at no charge by the City of Palo Alto.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Greenfield
Council, City
Waverley bike path project comment
Sunday, August 1, 2021 2:10:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto Council,
I was pleased to read about the progress being made on the Waverley-Meadow-Fabian bike
route improvement project. As a resident on the block of Waverley street abutting East
Meadow Drive, a former student that attended Fairmeadow Elementary and JLS Middle
Schools by foot, and Gunn High School by bike, and a person concerned about climate
change, particularly in regards to the transportation sector, I would like to express my support
for this project and urge you to keep this project going forward.
The Waverley bike path is a heavily used facility that is in desperate need of resurfacing. And
from what I have heard from parents of younger students, the current bike infrastructure as it
exists on East Meadow and Fabian does not feel safe enough for families and young riders.
One of the most significant forms of climate action the city can take is to teach norms of
climate action to the next generation. The impact of making “green” school commutes easier
and safer cannot be underestimated in regards to kids’ lifetime transportation choices.
I am not ready to endorse the exact proposal in the works for this project; I also expect some
details to change before breaking ground. Nonetheless, I wholeheartedly support the spirit of
this project, and eagerly look forward to its completion, where biking and walking is safer and
easier, and driving and parking is a little less convenient than it currently is.
Regards,
Elizabeth Greenfield
3476 Waverley St
-Elizabeth Greenfield
elizabethg15@gmail.com

COUNCIL MEETING
8/9/21
✔

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Received Before Meeting
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Stephen Branz
Council, City
(1) In Support of the Santa Clara County Community Plan to End Homelessness; & (2) In Support of Modular
Interim Supportive Housing
Tuesday, August 3, 2021 9:24:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

To: the Palo Alto City Council:
1.
As members of Congregation Etz Chayim, a Palo Alto faith community, we strongly urge
the council to pass a resolution supporting the Santa Clara County Community Plan to
End Homelessness.
2.
We also encourage the Council to direct staff to continue investigating the use of the
(no longer in use) Los Altos Water Treatment site off San Antonio Road in Palo Alto for
modular interim supportive housing operated by Life Moves.
Sincerely,
Housing Impact Team, Congregation Etz Chayim
David Bergen
Lisa Jicha
Natalie Elefant
Stephen Branz
Emily Young
Lisa Ratner
Jim Fox
-Stephen E. Branz, Ph.D.
(pronouns: he, him, his)
Carnegie Math Pathways Administrator Coach (www.carnegiemathpathways.org)
Professor of Chemistry Emeritus & (former) Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies
San José State University
e-mail: stephen.branz@sjsu.edu
residing in Palo Alto on ancestral lands of the Muwekma Ohlone Indians
(https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2011/12/03/local-native-american-tribe-seeks-identity)
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